





This report has been compiled through
the efforts of your local public officials
and is intended to serve as a permanent
record of the events and transactions which
have occurred during this past year 1978.
It is our hope that you will find this
report to be informative as well as readable.
Many hours of time and energy have been
donated towards the preparation of this
report and we would like to take this oppor-
tunity to extend our appreciation to Patti
Klark, Susan F. Holden and Dawn Kennedy for
their hard work and perseverance. We would
also like to thank Bernie Marvin for his
contribution of the photos which appear on
the front and back covers as well as being
dispersed throughout this report.
Last, but not least, we would like to
thank all the local Town officials who
have provided the information which has
been printed in this report, for without











SCALE 2 MILES O .
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ANNUAL REPORT
of the officers of the
TOWN OF HAVERHILL
and the officers of the
Haverhill Corner, North Haverhill
Mountain Lakes, Woodsville
Precincts
and the officers of the
Haverhill Cooperative School District
For the Year Ending
December 31, 1978
OFFICE HOURS
TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE HOURS
HELEN M. SMITH - TELEPHONE 747-2808
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. TO 5 :00 P.M.
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE HOURS
NORMA LAVOIE - TELEPHONE 747-2441
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 AND 1:00 P.M. to 4:30 P.M.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE HOURS
DANIEL C. AYER - TELEPHONE 747-3318
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8:30 A.M. TO 12:00 AND 1:00 P.M. to 5:00
EVERY MONDAY EVENING
HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT
STEPHEN C. SAVAGE, CHIEF
TELEPHONE 74 7-3322
All offices can be found in the Haverhill
Municipal Building, Court Street, Woodsville,
New Hampshire 03785
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Moderator - Richard Rutherford
Town Clerk - *Helen Smith





Tax Collector - *Norma Lavoie
Town Treasurer - *A. Frank Stiegler, III
Health Officer - Everett Sawyer
Chief of Police - Stephen Savage
Police Officers - Sergeant John MacDonald
Terry Alexander
Richard Henson
Judge of District Court - Luigi J. Castello
Associate Justice - Karl Bruckner
Supervisors of the Checklist Oland Bylow
Paul LaMott
Louis Pike
Library Trustees - *Mildred Miller (3 yr.)
*Nina T. Mitchell (1 yr.)
Marjorie Hahn
Trustees of Trust Funds - *Maurice Slight
Mildred F. Heath
Roe McDanolds
Dog Officer - Dana Leonard





OFFICERS OF THE TOWN OF HAVERHILL CONTINUED
Fence Viewer - Roger Reed
Surveyor of Wood & Lumber - Charles Hanson










Auditors - *Van Anderson, *Roland Clough









1979 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Haverhill, in the
County of Grafton, and State of New Hampshire
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James
R. Morrill School in North Haverhill, in said Town
on Tuesday, March 13th, 1979 at eight o'clock in
the forenoon to act on the following matters.
Articles I & II will be decided by written ballot.
The polling booths will be open from 8 A.M. to
6 P.M. for voting on these articles. At 6 P.M.
the meeting will adjourn to reconvene at 8:00
o'clock P.M. at the James R. Morrill School
Auditorium in North Haverhill, said Town of
Haverhill for consideration of the remaining
articles in this warrant.
Article 1. To choose by a non-partisan ballot one
Selectman for a term of three (3) years, a Town
Clerk for a term of one (1) year, a Treasurer for
a term of one (1) year, a Trustee of Trust Funds
for a term of three (3) years, a Highway Agent
for a term of one (1) year and a Tax Collector
for a term of one (1) year.
Article 2. Referendum question //I. To see if the
Town will vote to make approximately twenty acres
of the Dean Memorial Airport property available
for an Industrial Park.
Article 3. To announce the results of the balloting
on Articles 1 & 2.
Article 4. To choose one or more Auditors, for a
term of one (1) year, two Library Trustees, one for
a term of three (3) years and one for a term of
one (1) year, one Cemetery Commissioner for a term
of five (5) years and all other necessary Town
Officers.
Article 5. To hear the reports of the Selectmen,
Treasurer, Cemetery Commissioners, and any other
Town Officers and Committees heretofore chosen and
pass any vote relating thereto.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to con-
tribute funds for the construction of Class V High-
ways, as provided in Chapter 241 RSA, as amended.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to issue interest bearing notes or
orders in anticipation of taxes, to provide for
expenses of the current year. n
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept, appropriate and expend gifts
of Federal or State aid in the name of the Town of
Haverhill.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to distribute Inventory Blanks by mail.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to administer, or to sell real estate
acquired by the Town through Tax Collector's Deed,
by public auction sale or by advertising for sealed
bids, except that the Selectmen would be empowered
to make one last offer to the person who was divested
of his property and a late redemption would be allowed
upon payment of all taxes, costs and interest.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell real estate acquired by the Town
through Tax Collector's Deed to abutting land owners
upon payment of amount not less than all taxes, costs,
and interest. This Article shall have effect in the
area known as the Mountain Lakes District only.
(3)
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to make
any alterations in the amount of money to be raised
and appropriated for the ensuing year for support
of the Town as recommended by the Budget Committee
in its report, to raise and appropriate all sums so
determined for said purposes, and to pass any other
vote relating thereto.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to appoint
or elect a Budget Committee to recommend to the next
annual Town Meeting the amounts to be raised for
various purposes, such recommendations to be printed
in the next Annual Report.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to appro-
priate and authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the
State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as
setoffs against budget appropriations for the fol-
lowing specific purposes and in the amount indicated
herewith or take any other action hereon:
Appropriation
White Mt. Community Service
Senior Citizens








Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to
appropriate twenty thousand ($20,000.00) dollars
for a new highway truck and authorize the withdrawal
of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) for this
purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance
Act of 1972.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
withdrawal from Revenue Sharing Fund established under
the Provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act
of 1972 for use as a setoff against the following
debt service.
Purpose






Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to provide
Workmen's Compensation coverage for eligible employees
by participating in the New Hampshire Municipal
Association Self-Funded Workers Compensation Program,
commencing April 1st, 1979, and to authorize the
Selectmen to take such action in furtherance of this
vote as may be necessary.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise,
appropriate and contribute the sum of nine thousand
dollars ($9,000.00) to the Cottage Hospital.
Article 19. To see if the Town of Haverhill will
vote to adopt the current National Fire Protection
Association's Life Safety Code 101. This code
deals with life safety from fire and like emergencies.
It covers construction, protection and occupancy
features to minimize danger to life from fire, smoke,
fumes, or panic before the buildings are vacated.
It specifies the number, size, and arrangement of
exit facilities sufficient to permit prompt escape
of occupants from buildings or structures in case
of fire or other conditions dangerous to life.
However, private homes are excluded. This code
gives the local authority the jurisdiction.
(4)
* Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to keep
town owned important agricultural land In agri-
culture.
* Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
an organization called "Citizens for Proper Planning"
to develop and present to the Town sensible alternatives
for land use.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to appoint a Highway Agent to supervise
all town maintenance functions within said Town. The
Highway Agent would be hired by and accountable to the
Board of Selectmen and serve at the pleasure of the
Board. This article would take effect as of March
11th, 1980.
Article 26. To transact any other busines proper to
come before said meeting.





(Articles may be added or amended up to the time
official warrant is posted.)
* Articles which have been brought by petition.
* Article 23. To see if the Town of Haverhill will
adopt the following resolution: Whereas, there is
determined to be the need of a Housing Commission in
the Town of Haverhill. . .Now therefore, in accordance
with Section 4 of Chapter 203, et. seq. of New
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated; and in accord
with the foregoing finding of need, there is hereby
created a Municipal Housing Commission for the Town
of Haverhill, with all the powers and authority
granted by said Chapter 203.
* Article 24. To see if the Town of Haverhill will
vote to amend resolution #16 of March 8, 1977 Town
Meeting ("to sponsor 25 additional units of existing
housing for elderly low income persons under Section
8") to read - "elderly and/or low to moderate income
persons."
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to dis-
continue the Highway described as that section of
Hollins Road from the Intersection of Route 10 to
the Intersection of the Ladd Street Cemetery Road





The polls at the Town Hall were opened at
8:00 a.m., by Moderator, Richard Rutherford,
reading Article 1.
ARTICLE 1 . To choose by a non-partisan ballot
one Selectman for a term of three (3) years,
a Tax Collector for a term of one (1) year, a
Town Clerk for a term of one (1) year, a
Trustee of Trust Funds for a term of three
(3) years, a Highway Agent for a term of
one (1) year, a Moderator for a term of two
(2) years and one supervisor of the Checklist
for a term of six (6) years.
The polls were open until 6:00 p.m. The
meeting was adjourned until 8:00 p.m. to be
reopened at the James R. Morrill Elementary
School Auditorium, for consideration of the
remaining Articles in the Warrant. 273
ballots cast.















Helen M. Smith 264






ARTICLE 3 . To hear the reports of the Select-
men, Treasurer, Cemetery Commissioners, and
any other town officers and committees here-
tofore chosen and to pass may vote relating
thereto.
Paul LaMott moved the reports be accepted
as written in the town report. Charles
Ford seconded the motion. It was so adopted.
ARTICLE 4 . To choose one or more Auditors,
for a term of one (1) year, two Library
Trustees, one for a term of three (3) years
and one for a term of one (1) year, one
Cemetery Commissioner for a term of five (5)
years and all other necessary town officers.
Charles Ford made the motion that Roland
Clough be selected auditor for a term of
one (1) year. Everett Sawyer seconded the
motion.
Everett Sawyer made the motion that
Evangalyn Anderson be selected the second
audiotr for a term of one (1) year. Louis
Pike seconded the motion.
Katharine Blaisdell made the motion that
Marjorie Hahn be selected for a three (3)
year term as a Library Trustee. Ruth
Wellington seconded the motion.
Charles Ford made the motion that Mildred
Miller be selected for a one (1) year
y-ear term as a Library Trustee. Paul
LaMott seconded the motion.
Roland Clough made the motion that C. Luther
Wheeler be selected a Cemetery Commissioner
for a term of five (5) years. Charles Ford
seconded the motion.
The Clerk cast one ballot for each. The
Moderator swore in elected officers.
(6)
Ezra Mann II moved the Selectmen appoint all
other necessary Town Officers. Paul LaMott
seconded the motion. It was so voted.
ARTICLE 5 . To see if the Town will vote to
contribute funds for the construction of Class
V Highways, as provided in Chapter 241 RSA,
as amended.
James Hood moved the Article be accepted
as written. Paul LaMott seconded the motion.
It was so voted.
ARTICLE 6 . To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectman to issue interest-
bearing notes or orders in anticipation of
taxes, to provide for expenses of the current
year.
Ezra Mann II moved the Article be accepted
as written. James Hood seconded the motion.
It was so voted.
ARTICLE 7 . To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectman to accept, appro-
priate and expend gifts of Federal or State
Aid, in the name of the Town of Haverhill.
Paul LaMott moved the article be accepted
as written. Florence Jones seconded the
motion. It was so voted.
ARTICLE 8 . To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectman to distribute
inventory blanks by mail, or at the same time
they examine the taxable property.
George Rogers moved the article be accepted
as written. Larry Fournier seconded the
motion. It was so voted.
ARTICLE 9 . To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to administer or to
sell real estate acquired by the Town through
Tax Collector's Deed, by Public Auction Sale
or by advertising for sealed bids, except
that the Selectmen would be empowered,
effective 9/13/77, to make one last offer
to the person who was divested of his
property and a late redemption would be
allowed upon payment of all taxes, costs and
interest.
Larry Fournier moved the article be accepted
as written. James Hood seconded the motion.
It was so voted.
ARTICLE 10 . To see if the Town will vote to
appoint or elect a Budget Committee to super-
vise the appropriations of the Town, and to
recommend to the next Annual Town Meeting
the amounts to be raised for various purposes,
such recommendations to be printed in the
next Annual Report.
Winthrop Klark made the motion that the
Committee be appointed by the Selectmen.
Ezra Mann II seconded the motion. It was
so voted.
ARTICLE 11 . To see if the Town will vote to
make any alterations in the amount of money
to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing
year for support of the Town as recommended
by the Budget Committee in its report, to
raise and appropriate all sums so determined
for said purposes and to pass any other vote
relating thereto.
James Hood moved the Article and Paul LaMott
seconded the motion.
On a unanimous voice vote this article was
passed as written.
ARTICLE 12 . To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions
of the State and Local Assistance Act of 19 72
for use as setoffs against budget appropri-
(7)
ations for the following priority purposes and




Senior Citizens (Meals on Wheels) 5,000.00
Total $8,000.00
Ezra B. Mann, II moved the article be
accepted as written. It was so voted by a
unanimous voice vote.
ARTICLE 14 . To see if the Town will authorize
the Selectmen to sell or dispose of the Town
Hall and former Town Clerk's Building and all
town-owned land relating thereto. Such sale
or disposal of said property to be contingent
upon the successful completion of a new town
maintenance building. All proceeds from the
sale of said property to be used as setoffs
against debt incurred in the construction
of a new town maintenance building.
Paul LaMott moved the article be accepted
as written. Glenn Rogers seconded the motion.
It was so voted.
ARTICLE 13 . To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to contract for
the construction of a new Town Maintenance
Garage, to be located on town-owned land
adjacent to the airport, for a cost not to
exceed "Option A - Modified Pole Building"
thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) or "Option
B - Cement Block Building" seventy thousand
dollars ($70,000), and to allow the Selectmen
to give notes and bonds for said purpose,
until such time as the money can be raised
in future years.
Paul LaMott moved the article and Ezra B.
Mann, II seconded the motion.
Paul LaMott amended the cost of the building
from thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) for a
pole type building to forty thousand dollars
($40,000) all steel building and authorize
the Selectment to issue note and bonds for
said purpose. Money to be paid in equal
installments of ten thousand dollars ($10,000)
each. First payment to be due in 1979.
This amendment was adopted by a unanimous
voice vote.
ARTICLE 15 . To see if the Town shall adopt
the provisions of RSA 72:43-B and 43-C for
Expanded Exemptions on Real Estate which pro-
vides for a resident 65 years of age up to
75 years a $5,000 exemption, a resident
75 years of age up to 80 years a $10,000
exemption, a resident 80 years of age or
older a $20,000 exemption, provided that the
resident owns the real estate individually
or jointly with another or his spouse with
whom he has been living for at least five
(5) years as man and wife; said resident
had a net income of less than $9,000, and
owns assets of and kind, tangible or
intangible, less bonafide encumbrances, not in
excess of $50,000.00
*Victor Roy moved the article not be accepted.
Dean Hammond seconded the motion. This article
was defeated by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 16 . To see if the Town will vote to
raise, appropriate and contribute the sum of
eleven thousand three hundred and fifty
dollars ($11,350) to the Cottage Hospital.
*Ronald King moved the article be adopted
as written. James Hood seconded the motion.
This article was defeated by a unanimous
voice vote.
(8)
ARTICLE 17 . To see if the Town of Haverhill
will vote to adopt the following resolution:
Whereas there is determined to be the need
for a Housing Commission in the Town of
Haverhill now, therefore, in accordance with
Section 4 of Chapter 203 at Seq. of New
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated; and in
accord with the foregoing finding of need,
there is. hereby created a Municipal Housing
Commission for the Town of Haverhill, with
all the powers and authority granted by
said Chapter 203.
Ezra Mann, II moved the article. Marianne
Granger seconded. Paul Mayette moved this
article be tabled and put in the Warrant next
year. Charles Ford seconded the motion.
It was so voted.
*Paul Mayette made the motion that the voters
rescind their vote on Article 15. Oland Bylow
seconded the motion. It was so voted to re-
scind.
Paul LaMott moved that Article 15 be accepted
as written. George Rogers seconded the motion.
It was so adopted by a unanimous voice vote.
*Dr. David Frechette made the motion that
the voters rescind thier vote on Article 16.
Dr. Laurel Lyons seconded the motion. It was
so voted to rescind.
James Hood moved that this article be passed
as written. A ballot vote was called for.
The vote was 88-74 to pass this article as
written.
ARTICLE 18 . To transact any other business
property to come before said meeting.
This meeting was adjourned at 10:58 p.m.
Respectfully,
Helen M. Smith, Town Clerk
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
September 5, 19 7 8
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of seventy-six thousand
dollars ($76,000) for the purchase of one
(1) new road grader, and authorize and
empower the Selectmen to give notes or bonds
for said purpose until such time as the money
can be raised by taxes.
Richard Kinder moved the article and Francis
Lackie seconded the motion. Selectman,
Richard Kinder and Road Agent, Rober Maccini
presented the options open to the town.
By ordering now the Austin-Western all-wheel
drive grader will cost ninety-six thousand
dollars ($96,000). If the town waits there
will be a price hike of eight thousand dollars
($8,000). There is a twenty thousand dollar
trade-in on the present grader, leaving a
final price of seventy-six thousand dollars
($76,000). This to be financed over a period
of seven years. The first installment payment
to be six thousand dollars ($6,000) with
ten thousand dollar ($10,000) payments each
year until balance is paid off.
Everett Sawyer called for a ballot vote and
Margaret Ohlmann seconded the motion.
The ballot vote was 36-8 to approve the pur-
chase of the new grader.
On a motion by Paul LaMott and seconded by
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1978 COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES







Town Officers Salaries 17,680.00 -0- 17,680.00 18,223.31 -0- 543.31
Town Officers Expenses 33,050.00 2,072.93 35,122.93 36,190.60 -0- 1,067.67
Administrative Assistant 12,720.00 -0- 12,720.00 12,569.26 150.74 -0-
Vital Statistics 425.00 -0- 425.00 368.47 56.53 -0-
Election & Registration 1,000.00 10.00 1,010.00 1,655.09 -0- 645.09
Town Hall 1,200.00 25.00 1,225.00 1,157.83 67.17 -0-
Town Garage 40,000.00 -0- 40,000.00 44,251.00 -0- 4,251.00
Municipal Building 24,200.00 11,358.33 35,558.33 25,341.80 10,216.53 -0-
District Court 12,205.00 9,718.95 21,923.95 12,135.14 9,788.81 -0-
Landfill 17,000.00 -0- 17,000.00 17,000.00 -0- -0-
Planning Board 1,000.00 405.00 1,405.00 377.46 1,027.54 -0-
Legal Expense 5,000.00 -0- 5,000.00 2,492.06 2,507.94 -0-
Dog Damage 350.00 -0- 350.00 371.00 -0- 21.00
Street Lights 1,800.00 -0- 1,800.00 1,863.05 -0- 63.05
Fire Department 27,102.00 -0- 27,102.00 25,413.07 1,688.93 -0-
Libraries 10,060.00 -0- 10,060.00 10,060.00 -0- -0-
Health Department & Hospital 19,600.00 -0- 19,600.00 19,415.96 194.04 -0-
Public Welfare 21,000.00 1,282.00 22,282.00 18,909.26 3,372.74 -0-
Senior Citizens 5,000.00 -0- 5,000.00 5,000.00 -0- -0-
Patriotic Service 200.00 -0- 200.00 200.00 -0- -0-
Cemeteries 5,200.00 -0- 5,200.00 5,236.35 -0- 36.35
Police 61,000.00 11,794.10 72,794.10 75,978.31 -0- 3,184.31
Town Maintenance 128,200.00 16,268.77 144,468.77 140,528.52 1,940.25 -0-
North Country Council 2,429.00 -0- 2,429.00 2,429.00 -0- -0-
White Mt. Regional Association 100.00 -0- 100.00 100.00 -0- -0-
Interest 12,000.00 8,009.60 20,009.60 17,839.80 2,169.80 -0-
Bridge Bond 10,000.00 -0- 10,000.00 10,000.00 -0- -0-
Airport 1,405.00 3,033.42 4,438.42 867.90 3,570.52 -0-
Grader 76,000.00 -0- 76,000.00 76,000.00 -0- -0-
Bedell Bridge 500.00 -0- 500.00 500.00 -0- -0-
T.R.A. 1,488.86 3,949.20 5,438.06 1,488.86 2,460.34 -0-
TOTALS $ 548,914.86 $ 67,927.30 $618,842.16 $ 538,963.10 $ 39,211.88 $ 9,811.78
"1b
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We, the undersigned auditors of the Town
of Haverhill, certify that we have examined
the accounts of the Selectmen, Tax Collector,
Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Trustee of Trust
Funds, Cemetery Treasurer and District Court






BALANCE - JanuoAy 1, 7978 $ ISO, 066. 2S
Tax CoU-tcton.





















Long Tdfm Loan [Gfiaddfi]





















































Total Funds Available duxlng 7978 . .
LeM, ExpzndituAU (SeZdcXmrn' i, OfideA^]




DEAN MEMORIAL AIRPCRT FUMP
BALAMCE - JanuoAy 7, 7978 $ 2,
Re.cu.pti :
InteneM $ 739.62
TotaZ Fundi Available duning 1978 .. . $ 2,
Le44 Expe.ndltuAeA {Selectmen' i pfide/a]
BALAMCE - Vecemben 37, 7978 $ 2,
CI(/IL PEFEMSE FUhlV
BALANCE - January 1 , 1978 $
Re.ceA.pt6 •
Intene^t $ 7 7.75
Total Fundi Available duAlng 1978 .. . $
LeAi ExpendUMASJi [Selectmen' a OndeA^] ^
FEPERAL REt/ENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
BALANCE - JanuoAy 1, 1978 $ 24,
Rece^p.t6 :
FedeAa£ GoveAnment $52,340.00
Savlngi Account JnteAeAt 1,810. IS
Total Fundi Available duAlng 1978 ... $ 79,
Le44 ExpendltuAej) [Selectmen' 6 Ofidcfu] -8,




Bondui Outitandlng [Fot NejMbuAy Bnldge] 80,
Vue School VlitJilct 467,
$657,
Re^p&ct{,ully submitted,

























For the year ending December 31, 19 78
ASSETS
Cash:
In hands of Treasurer






Accounts Due to the Town
:
Joint Highway Construction Accts.
Unexpended Bal. In State
Treasury 14,381.23

















































Bond & Note Funds -0-
Sewer Fund -0-
















County Taxes Payable -0-






Total Accounts owed by Town


















DETAIL STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES



















A. Frank Stiegler, III






























N.H. Assn. of Assessing Officials
New Equipment







































Detail #3. Election & Registration















































































































































































































White Mt. Mental Health






Detail #11. Regional Associations
White Mt. Regional Association 100.0
North Country Council 2,429.00
Detail #12. Bedell Bridge 500.00
Detail #13. Landfill
Leete-Powers 17,000.00
Detail #14. Street Lights 1,863.05























































Detail #20. Senior Citizens
Meals on Wheels
Detail #21. Legal Fees
Detail #22. Memorial Day




































Repairs & Maintenance 719.90
TOTAL
Reimbursements




















Detail #27. Taxes Bought by Town
Tax Liens:
Norma Lavoie 102,945.65




Detail #29. Timber Tax Bond












Detail #31. Tax Anticipation




Town Garage 44 ,251. 25
TOTAL 130,251.25
Reimbursements 110,000.00
Detail #33. Resident Taxes
Salary
:
Norma Lavoie 9 78.50
Social Security 59 . 23
TOTAL 1,037.73
Detail #34. County Tax
Grafton County Commissioners 90,341.77






Detail #36. Haverhill Cooperative School
District
Fiscal Year ending 6/30/78 480,144.74
Paid School District 7/1-12/31/ 78 290,000.00
TOTAL 770,144.74
Due per Department of Revenue Administration
to be paid by 6/30/79 467,480.00







Social Security 1,444. 03
TOTAL 26,644.84
Reimbursements 33,317.07
Detail #32. Payment of Principal
Bridge Bond (Shawmut Bank) 10,000.00
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1978
Debits
(a) Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
January 1, 1978
(b) Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year
Taxes Sold Other Than Town
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS
Remittances to Treasurer During Year ;
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year



























$61,855.27 $33,450.20 $ 345.86
275.87
69.99
$104,848.80 $61,885.27 $33,450.20 $ 345.86
(33)
(a) "Balance of Unredeemed Taxes - January 1, 19 78 :"
Should include balances of Unredeemed Taxes, as of beginning of fiscal year - January
1, 1978 from Tax Sales of Previous Years.
(b) "Taxes Sold to Town During Current Fiscal Year: "
Tax Sales held during fiscal year ending December 31, 1978 should include total amount
of taxes, interest and costs to date of sale.
NOTE ; TOTAL DEBITS AND TOTAL CREDITS should agree.




NORMA LAVOIE, Tax Collector
(34)
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
I hereby submit the following report of funds re-
ceived by me and paid over to the Town Treasurer for





1977 licenses sold in 1978
$ 61.00
Less fees retained 3.00
$ 58.00
1978 Licenses sold 2815.00
Less fees retained 272.50
$ 2,542.50
Sale of Checklists $ 10.00















Helen M. Smith, Town Clerk
w:tiist'
(35)
TRUSTEES or TRUST TUHVS
REPORT
~
I hoAomMi submit my Knpofit ojj thz. Tfiu^t^u OjJ TfuxAt
Fundi {on. the. Town o^ HaveAhAlL {on. the. tfo^oA. 197B;
BALANCE - JanuaA.y 1, 1978 $ 3,565.77
RECEIPTS :
Jnvutimnti (See Be/owl
IntM-SAt on Account #2S7S3 $ 260,64
Wew FzApctual CoAt Accounts 2,S5Q,00
on Accouyvt #2«7«3.









HaveAhiU, CmatoAy Comm. 1,700.00
HavM.kLll LibfLOAy 81.00
AmtHA-can Tel. S TeJL Vlvldzndui,
4,763,14
$12,854.13





The. 1977 Accounti, {.IndlviduaZ accounti] weAc con-
iolldattd to Account #28183 In the. amount oi $1600.00
uiiXh IntoAe^t oi $52.50.
1978 Accounti, added to Account 1*28183 06 {oUom:
CznteJL HaveAhiZt CcmeteAy
Ve.an TitcvUklck $ '^00.00
WoodivAJlc CemeteAy
Taut SawyeA























Name o^ Stock ShaAeA Owned Intexeit Eanned








Ffied N. Hatch Eit.
Nat. dividend Fund 1858.860
Putnam Income Fund 958.711
Valae Line Income Fund 1260.1535
Vecatun. Fund 389.189
VunlXan Fund 832.704
Keystone - K-1 Fund 970.302
AuQUit 14, 1978
Roe UcVanoldii moved {on the TKuitee^ o{ TAuit Fundi,,
Town o{ HaveAkitt, N.H., that we accept the re-
commendation oi Judith KendaUL, i,tockbn.oken. with
Robent C. CoAA 6 Co., St. lohmbuny, Vt. , to exchange,
liquidate, and purchase voAloui mutuaZ {und ihoACi aA
well oA puAcha^e 100 ihoAeA o{ American Telephone and
Teteghjaph. It wa6 voted and accepted.





Mofm oj Stock ShoAeJ, OMm.d lvtteA.zi)t Ba/intd VloweA. Fund Fayrmnt&
V>tom SzptQjnboJi 1, 197S
Houtional 'Bond Fund 22.00
Puutncm Income Fund 1274,711
KdLj&tone. B-4 Fund 1153.996
FudnkZin Income. Fund 2956
Unite.d Bond Fund 904
fimsAlcan Tel. S Tel. 100
Intexut EoAmd thAough S/31/7S
iKtufie^t Ecutned {^fiom 9/1/7&
TotaJL Inteiejit Ecuinzd
VafLitan Fund, capJJxU. gcUni
exchange Ke^und
CeAZliilcate o{, Deposit ^1006&

















FOR THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUMVS 197 S
Hi-gh School. AMo/idi
Sgt. JameJ> M. Jackion H^to/iy
KiMOJvd [RlchoAd Clough]
Edna M. UeAJull Attainment AiMo/id
(2/3 to Jeanette Hebebnjind]
(J/3 to Wanda Ingeuon]
John VexteA Lock Impfiovement
kxiaxd [Kelley Foote.)
Kendall F. Beaton Uemofiial
Awa/id [Melliia Henion]
Oficutt AiMa/id [Roxanne. FuZleJvton]






















MoAt/ GiulleXte ( Ladd St.] 5. 45
Raymond Lot ^75 [Mewbuxy Cm.] 16.42
ZanxoU, & Jxene IngaLti 11.69
[Ho/u,e HeadoM]
KtmbalZ Fund #1 [Houe Meadow) 76.42
Keith FoAnham [{ioue Meadow) 5.45
Sllai Banllelt [Houe Meadow] 5.45
JameA GlazteA [CtA. HaveAkill] 5.45
Emma knnAj> [Hofu,e. Meadow] 19.52





FUNVS PAW OUT FROM INTEREST ON KIMBALL FUhIVS
Paid In VecembeA 197
S
75000452 Ho. HaveAkill Melhodl&t ChuAch $15S.23
Kimball Fund #2 on mintiteA'i
6alaAy.
75000451 Mo. HaveAkill MeXhodl&t CkuAch 190.00
Kimball Fundi ^3 & 16
oKQOjn and window maintenance.
75000453 No. HaveAkill Melhodcit ChuAch US. 67
Kimball Fundi #4, 5, & S
^lowexti, S.S. woH.k, -iun&hlne baiketi
75000455 No. Haverhill Methodl&t ChuAch 79.12
Kimball Fund #7
boyi and gluli, clubi,
75000454 No. Havenhlll Melkodl^t ChuAck 79.12
Kimball Fund #6 - InteAlon. and
maintenance on window.
26079 WoodivUle-WellA RlveA RotaAy Club 27.33
Kimball Fund #9 - ChAl!itmaA>
boiketi.
26050 No. HaveAkill WaleA & Lighting 32. S4
Kimball Fund ^10 - txeej, on
itAeet and ichool yaxd.
26051 Advent ChAidtlan ChuAch 54.76














Mo. Hav^AhJM MeXho(ia,t ChuAch $ 79.12
Umball Fund ** IZ
on oHQdvuMfi, ioZoAy.
Ce,yvteA HavzAklU. CkuAch
KlmbaU ¥und "H - Ethel VznviiM
Jn.ui^t, IniuJimcQ, on. otkoJi main.











HaveAliill LlbnnAif - kcc-ownt 1779^
HaveAkill LlbfuaAy - Kate
McXean Johnson fund
Hav^hlll Ubnaxq - John VexteJt
Locke Fund, to puAchaie booki.
MoAg V. Canhee. fund - Roland

















I am holding Centlilcate oi Vepoilt
** S 000 046 oj
the HaveAhlU School VlAtnlct In the name oi HUdA^d




TAeaiuASA' i RepoAt oj OpeAatlng Fundi
FoA the VeaA Ending Ve.aembeA 31, 197S
RECEIPTS
















































The justification for the existence of
government is to provide necessary services
to the members of the community which indi-
viduals cannot effectively provide for
themselves or which can be most effectively
provided by a joint effort. The most obvious
example is public roads. In Haverhill we
maintain about 120 miles of roads with five
men. Bob Maccini, Road Agent, served during
a period when the physical plant for the
road equipment was greatly improved. In
October the move was made from beneath the
Town Hall to the new garage on Airport Road.
Although the Town Garage building account
shows an overdraft, we felt that it is in
the long term interests of the Town not to
compromise on quality. At that time Mr.
Maccini resigned to go into private business
and Brian Kennedy was appointed to replace
him, then the grader broke down. The cost
of repair was considered excessive and the
Town, at a special meeting, voted to buy a
new grader. Fall grading of the roads was
seriously impeded because of the delay.
During the winter of 19 78-79 road conditions
have been bad with snow and freezing rain.
Brian and his new men have done well under
very trying circumstances.
The Police Department is considered to
be one of the better small town departments
in the state. Chief Stephen Savage is
commended for the fine job he is doing. A
budget increase in the Police account is
requested in order to maintain the staff
which was supplemented in 197 8 with Crime
Commission and CETA funds.
In addition to the Police Department, CETA
(Comprehensive Employment and Training Adminis-
tration) funds were used for workers on the
road crew, the North Haverhill summer
recreation program. Mountain Lakes District
recreation management, school department
and Town office. We feel that this basically
has been a good program for the Town and those
who participated in it.
The Town office responds to a variety of
concerns and requests in increasing amounts
each year. We feel the staff of Secretary/
Bookkeeper Patti Klark, Tax Collector Norma
Lavoie and Town Clerk Helen Smith are effec-
tive and responsive to the needs of the pub-
lic. Administrative Assistant, Dan Ayer,
continues to do an outstanding job of managing
the day to day activities of the Town. We
are fortunate to have a man of his dedication
and ability.
Mountain Lakes continues to be a mixed
blessing to the Town. Action on appeals to
the State Board of Taxation has reduced some
assessments which will bring stability to
the values of that community. The purchase
and operation of the ski area by local
taxpayers has made a real contribution to the
area's appeal. The Town is bring suit against
the principals of the bankrupt development
company for recovery of funds to complete
needed road and water service work. We look
forward to some progress in 19 79.
Dean Memorial Airport is presently under
lease to Northern Air, Inc. Unfortunately,
they are finding that it does not have the
commercial potential they anticipated. Changes
at the Airport include the installation of
landing lights and improvements to the hangar.
Several other projects were completed in
1978. Among them the restoration of the Bedell
Covered Bridge, channel improvements in the
Oliverian Brook, and the bridge on Jeffers Hill
Road. Much remains to be done with
(39)
all the village district water systems, the
Woodsville sewerage treatment plant and the
Opera Block project. 1979 will be a






1978 ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT'S REPORT
It gives me great pleasure at this
time to render my third annual report to the
inhabitants of Haverhill. 1978 has been a
very good year for the Town and I would like
to take this opportunity to touch on some of
its high points.
The financial position of the Town is
in relatively good order. 1978 saw a small
increase in the total Town tax rate. The
1977 rate was $2.04 per one hundred dollars
valuation, the 1978 rate was $2.07 per one
hundred dollars valuation. This represents
a 1.5 percent increase in the tax rate over
the last year. The small increase in taxes
which most of the taxpayers enjoyed in 1978
is due in large part to the fiscal restraint
practiced by the local boards and commissions,
such as the School Board, Town Budget Com-
mittee and all the Precinct and County
Commissioners
.
It should be pointed out at this time
that the minimal increase in taxes comes
in the same year that the Town granted
approximately $1,250,000 in expanded elderly
exemptions. Woodsville was the big loser
with the loss of more than $500,000 from
thier valuation or approximately 5% of their
value. The decrease in net valuation of the
Woodsville Precinct is the major cause for
an increase in Precinct taxes.
It appears at this time that the Town
portion of the 19 79 tax rate will not
increase. The 1978 rate was .43 and the
projected 1979 rate would be .43. However,
one fact that should be remembered is that
for approximately every $5,00 raised over
and above the 19 79 recommended Budget Com-
mittee Report .01 will be added to the tax
rate.
A new town maintenance building has been
constructed on the Airport Road. This building
will prove to be a major asset to the Town for
many years to come. We are now able to keep
all of the Town owned equipment under cover
in a heated building. This alone should
facilitate lower maintenance costs and in-
creased life expectancy of all vehicles and
equipment.
1978 also saw the completion of the
feasibility study in relation to constructing
an Industrial Park at the Dean Memorial Air-
port. The study provided for services
associated with the following items:
(a) complete boundary survey, (b) topographic
survey, (c) subsurface soil investigation to
determine the feasibility of on-site waste-
water disposal, (d) investigation of North
Haverhill water works, (e) test well work.
When this project was conceived by the joint
boards of the Industrial Development Commis-
sion, the Town Selectmen and the North Haver-
hill Commissioners, there was no indication
that a conflict would arise concerning the
preferable use of this land for agricultural
purposes. However, as the study progressed
it became obvious that certain agricultural
interest had serious objections to the use
of this land for an Industrial Park. Other
alternative sites have been evaluated as
recommended, and it has been concluded that
the Town owned property is the most appro-
priate location for development.
After a thorough study and review of
all the facts the Engineering Report makes
the following recommendation: "The major
consideration should be to allow continued
agricultural use of a large percent of the
land and confine the industrial development
to areas having soils of limited available
water holding capacities." This concept
has been backed by the Extension Service
and appears to be the best solution to a
(41)
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT'S REPORT CONTINUED
very complex problem. You, the voters of
Haverhill, will have the opportunity to
express your opinion on this matter by
casting your vote on Referendum Question
#1 found on your official ballot.
Many other important events have taken
place in Town over the past year. However,
space does not permit continued discussion.
In closing out this report I sincerely
appreciate the continued support and
cooperation which has been extended to me
over the past year by the Board of Selectmen,
my fellow town employees and most of all by
you, the citizens and taxpayers of Haverhill.
Furthermore, I remain convinced that you,
the taxpayers of Haverhill, get more bang
for your tax buck than any other Town of





to the Board of Selectmen
YOUR 19 7 8 TAX DOLLAR
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REPORT OF THE HAVERHJLL POLICE VEFAKTMENT
The. Vzpa/vtmznt Mould tlko. to e,xtznd aM,
app^ecyicutlon to the. Boaxd ojj SeI.e.cJymn and aZt the.
n.ej>tdznt!> ojj ^e, ToMn OjJ HaveAkilZ (Jo/r. thoAJi iwppont
and coopeJiatlon duAZng 197S.
TkU) pa/>t yea/L bn.ou.ght to many ojj oi paln{,u£ nt-
coQViitLon 0^ the. pfiuencz oi a ieAloui juvzyilZe.
pKobtem. The dtpth 0|) the pfiobtem con^^fionting u^ woi
mza^ufied by the tueimndou^, ita/uttlng gKOMth o{j
pfiopejity cJumeA. The.i>e cjdjneji iach ai, BuAgta/iy,
Th^it, Ouminal. ^iUdvLe^,, and Stolen kutomobilej,
,
continue to fvLie., In ipJJte Ojf oua patAol and (^ollow-
up eHofvti. CfujneJ> agalndt pefii>oni>, i>uck Oui> A^iauZti,
continue to fieln{iOn.ce all ojj cii with the notion that
all o{; uA and oun children can become vlct.imi at any-
time.
In ofideA {,01 the. Potice VcpaAtment to Impact on
chajuzm agalmt pejuom and piopeAty, we mu^t
Ke.cogni.ze. that n.ti>ponAlbltiJU.eA axe &haned and that
we muyit u)oH.k togeXheA In i,plte o{ common dil{^eAznceA
.
VuAlng 197S, Me committed ounMeZveM to the goal
o{ attempting to achieve total cJJilzen iuppoit. We
Implemented a Bicycle Sa{et:y Ptognxm, a ShouldeA
Patch Design Content wlvich wa6 won by Wi. John M.
Uitchell o{i HaveJikill, ouA 2nd Annual. Ride-Along
PKoghmn, and oun. weekly publication o^ potice new-i In
axea neMipape^u,, all o{ which wexe well-Keceived.
Additionally , membeAA OjJ the Vepattment stepped up
e{{onti> to appxehend cvimlnal vlolatofU> by devoting
mone time to cnlmlnal {^ottow-up InvzAtlgatlonA o{
KepoHted cnMnei.
ShonXly thetea^ten., we realized that l{ oun.
eiiontii, In criminal appxehem,lom> wene to become
in.ult{ul, then advanced police education woi
necej>i,aAy. 0{i£lceu o^ the Havenhtll Potice Vepant-
ment, dunlng 197S, attended one-week iemlnan^ on
OianLnal Investigation, Cfilme Prevention, and Vnug
Investigation. Ali,o, membeAA attended iemlnaAS on
Vlneanmi, Tfuxlnlng and Uanage/ilal Budgeting. 1978
n.e{ilected that police iefivlce, at least In Havexhlll,
wai multl- faceted and chaAactentzed by Community Pe-
latlom, Cnlxnlnal Investigation and Education.
With the passage oi each yeax, mutual nespect
and {nlendshlp between Havethllt residents and theJji
Police Vepattment has appealed to glow and i,olidl(,y
and hxUi gneatly Impacted on police pen^onmance and
moftale within the VepaAtment. Penhapi with continued
ctoie Aelatlon&hlpi between citizens and the police,
we can eliminate the pnevalent misundenstandlng and
{KustAatlon that plagues each o^ us each yea/i.
The HaveAhlll Potice VepaAtment will, ai a matten.
0^ policy, continue to Ae^lect a concerned attitude
towatd citizen pAoblemi thereby emuAing an In-
cAeaslngly Aespomlve Police VepaAtment {on. the Town
o{ Havenkill.
TOWN OF HAVERHILL CRIME STATISTICS
[Accident and PAopenty 0{{enAes]
BURGLARIES REPORTEV IN 1978 44
Value o{ Pnopenty Stolen . . . . $ 6,901.80
Value ol Pnopenty Recovered . . . $ 1,688.33
BURGLARIES REPORTEV IN 1977 23
Value o{ Pnopenty Stolen .... $11,749.95
Value ol PnopeAty Recovered . . . $ 1,142.00
THEFTS REPORTEV IN 1978 64
Value o{ Property Stolen .... $19,051.44
Value o{ Property Recovered . . . $14,205.29
THEFTS REPORTEV IN 1977 62
Value o{ Propenty Stolen . . . . $8,992.09
Value o{ Property Recovered . . . $ 6,406.31
CRIMINAL MISCHIEFS REPORTEV IN 1978 56
Value o{ PAopenty Vamaged . . . . $ 4,313.52
CRIMINAL MISCHIEFS REPORTED IM 7977 52
Value o{ Pnopenty Vamaged .... $89,165.37
PROPERTV VAMAGEV BY ARSON IN 1978 $38,150.00
1 FIRE [UndeteAmlned] IN 1978 $750,000.00
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MOTOn VEHICLE ACCWENTS KEVQKTEV IN 197S ,
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCWENTS REPOKTEV IN 1977 ,
NUMBER OF ADULT ARRESTS - 197S
NUMBER OF AVULT ARRESTS - 7977
NUMBER OF JUVENILE ARRESTS - 797S
NUMBER or JUVENILE ARRESTS - 7977
ARREST g/ARRANTS SERVEV - 797« . .










A^hoixlth [Agg^Lavatzd 6 Simptz] ...,,..., 73
AiiicuiLti, [FelonioLU, S Szxual) , . . . 5
UotoK Vzhidi2. Th(i(,t , . , , , 4
AfUiOn
Scuip-iciouA Vajlo. . . ,
Suicide.
Attzmpt^d SiU-cldz . .













. , . . 7
BcuX JumpZng , , , , - . 1
Cviminal. TfLeJ>paM .,-.,,,,, 14
Cfbimlnat Tkuzcttzning ...,,.,,,,,,,, 3
NaJtcotLcA ..,.,,...,.,,.,,,.. &
Vnlv-ing WklZz Intoxlcjxte.d ,..,,...,,. IS
IvvtoxA.cjouti.on , , 6
Llqaon. Vlolation& ,..,... 3
HaA(Uime.nt , . 7 7
FoZaz ImpnAj,onme.nt .,,..,,- 1
ImpoAioncutlon o;} Potter OjJiJ^eeA ..,,.,,, Z
ViAobe-ijlng Voticz O^lczA. . , , , , . 1
FoKQtfiy , , 14
Bad Chuck , , 7 3





V'iolation 0^ Pn.obation 7




Moto^ VnkicLz Stops 649
Hoton. VnklcLc WoAnlngi 15B
Moto/L Vs-klcZc Complaints 47
Vnitctlve. Equipment Tags 30
Rcpofited Acclde.nti 65
TKaKi'ic CZtationi iMuzd 244
VoJiklng Complaint!, 27
VoAklng Tickets Issued 7 74










Hissing Vensons Reported 76
SeoAch {^oH. Hisilng Pensons 25
Located Hiiilng Pensons . 27
Domestic Complaints 10&
Juvenile Complaints 45




PnlsoneA Tnansponts . 757
PfioMleJi/Suspicious Vehicles 3X
NumbeA o^ Voo/is/MlndoMS Unlocked 90
Pensons TxanspoHted Local Hospital 74
Pensons THjansponted State Ho&pltal
Aids Rendered 337




TOTAL lyUMBER OF BURGLARIES KEFORTEV

















TOTAL BURGLARIES REPORTED ....
TOTAL BURGLARIES CLEARED BY ARREST
REPORTED TtfEFTS - 197S
TOTAL NUMBER OF THETTS REPORTED







3uly . . 4
AuguAt . . 15
SzptojnboA . . . 4
Octob^fi . . 3
Novamb^A . . . 2
Ve.cmb2A. . . . 2
V ARREST . .
TOTAL THEETS REPORTED
REPORTED CRIMIMAL MISCfflEFS - 197S
TOTAL MUMBER OF CRIMINAL MISCf/IEFS REPORTED . .
BA.ejikdou}n dccondlng to month :
JanuoAy .... 3 Jaty .... 4
Ezbn.aa/Ly .... 3 AugiUit .... 3
MaA.cA .... 3 StptmbzA .... 7
Ap-t^ .... 5 OctoboA .... 4
Ma(/ .... 7 NovejmbeA .... 2
Jane . . . . J4 VzcembeA .... /
TOTAL CRIMINAL MISCHIEFS REPORTED
TOTAL CRIMINAL MISCHIEFS CLEARED m ARREST .
REPORTED MOTOR VEHICLE ACCWEMTS - 197S























OUTSTANVZNG WARRANTS - 197S




Tho-it 0|5 SzAvlcu 1
Re.ceA,vtng Stolen Vxopefvty 2
AppeoAance Ve{iaalt [Juvenile] ... J
AppeoAonce Vei^auLt [Adult] 1
TaJUe Repont to Law En{^oficement . . 1
VnJ-vtng Wklle Intoxicated 1
Small Claim [Civil] 1
Vayment V^ault [Uoton. Vehicle] . .4
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARKING TICKETS ISSUED 114
TOTAL NUMBER OF PISTOL PERMITS ISSUED 4S
TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENT REPORTS REQUESTED ... 36
**ln 197&, oi In 1977, the HaveAkOl VoUce VepoAt-
ment kai once again publlihed an Annual Repont con-
iliting 0(5 25 page6 and dealing Mltk eveAy iacet o^
police activity In the Town o^ HaveAhlll. Thl& ne-









August 1, 1977 to December 31, 1977
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand August 1, 1977 $ 515.00
Total receipts from fines and forfeitures
received during the year in
criminal cases 8,120.00
Total receipts from entry fees, writs,
executions, and other income in
civil cases 412.50
Total cash receipts for period $9,047.50
DISBURSEMENTS
Total amount paid to the State $4,308.00
Total amount paid to municipality 3,187.63
Total amount paid for court operating
expenses. 580.92
Total amount paid for witness fees and
travel 330.95
Other disbursements (Blood test) 15.00
Totaldisbursements for period $8,422.50
Balance - Cash on hand - December 31, 1977 625.00
CASE COUNT
Total number of criminal cases entered
Total number of juvenile petitions entered
Total number of civil cases entered
(including small claims, landlord &
tenant)






Helen M. Smith, Clerk
HAVERHILL DISTRICT COURT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1978
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1, 1978 $ 625.00
Total receipts from fines and forfeitures
received during the year in
criminal cases 18,526.25
Total receipts from entry fees, writs,
executions, and other income in
civil cases 1,725.60
Other receipts (Bail and Restitution) 6,215.25
Total cash received for year $27,092.10
DISBURSEMENTS
Total amount paid to State
Total amount paid to municipality
Total amount paid for court operating
expenses
Total amount paid for witness fees and
travel
Other Disbursements (Bail to Superior
Court, Bail returned. Fines re-
turned & Restitution)
Total disbursements for the year
Balance - Cash on hand - December 31, 1978
CASE COUNT
Total number of criminal cases entered
Total number of juvenile petitions entered
Total number of civil cases entered
(including small claims, landlord &
tenant)
















Helen M. Smith, Clerk
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1978 REPORT OF THE HAVERHILL PLANNING BOARD
In 1978 the Planning Board has undergone sever-
al changes. After the resignation of all Board mem-
bers, the Selectmen reorganized a new Board. It was
decided to hire a clerk to assist the Board and to
help reorganize the files.
Since reorganization, the Board has'approved
eight (8) applications for subdivision and two (2)
waivers.
The Board holds public meetings on the third
(3rd) Tuesday of each month, in the Selectmen's of-
fice, Court House, Woodsville, in order to consider
all applications for the subdivision of land as re-
quired under the Town's subdivision regulations.
All inquiries concerning subdivision matters
should be directed to the Haverhill Planning Board,
being mailed or left at the Selectmen's Office.
Anyone conveying land that adjoins other land
owned by them (even from separate deeds), should
contact the Board for a determination of the need
to obtain subdivision approval. The subdivider will
then be guided by the Board concerning the need for
further compliance with the subdivision regulations,
and obtaining final subdivision approval.
The Board is in the process of setting up a
committee in order to prepare a Master Plan for the
Town of Haverhill. Anyone interested in serving
on this committee or having any suggestions, should
contact the Board.
The Planning Board welcomes suggestions and
the efforts of interested townspeople to work with
the Board in order to bring about the orderly use
of land within the meaning of the subdivision
regulations.













North Country Council, Inc.
In Haverhill, North Country Council assisted
the town and the Haverhill Development Corp-
oration with furthering the proposed industrial
park and water improvements to the North
Haverhill precinct area. NCC assisted in
preparing a preapplication for HUD community
development funds. Coordinated a marketing
survey for the town in conjunction with the
UNH Business School. Assisted Haverhill
Corner with its water supply problem and
general matters.
The Council is equipped to assist the town
and planning board with a community plan in
order to guide future growth.
The North Country Council continued to make
substantial progress in 1978 by providing
services in the following areas:
Planning Services ; Providing local techni-
cal assistance to member communities continued
to consume a good amount of Council time. Areas
of assistance include: master planning,
subdivision regulations, zoning, reviewing
development proposals, mobile homes, grants-
manship, etc. Through a grant from the
Farmers Home Administration, NCC will have
the services of a project planner and planning
engineer to further assist communities in
water supply, soilid waste and review of
development proposals.
Economic Development : NCC updated its
Overall Economic Development Program, a
requirement which entitles the North Country
to EDa grants and loans. The Council also
completed a Wood Energy Study and a Downtown
Improvement Program for 1 town. Through
the resources of the University of New Hampshire,
a business counseling program is being devel-
oped. Federal and state agencies use the
(48)
Council's work as a guide for future public
investments.
Preparation of Regional Plans : In 1978,
the Council adopted and published both the
Land Use Element and the Housing Element.
Both of these documents provide a broad
framework for action in these two areas.
In the area of solid waste, the Council has
coordinated a number of meetings with the
NH Air Pollution Control Commission, Division
of Public Health and sponsored a meeting on
solid waste disposal in January 1979. The
Council has continued to make progress in
the Public Transportation Program. NCC also
coordinated with the NH Department of Public
Works and Highways in the annual meeting to
receive local input on needed highway
improvements. Much of the Council's time is
spent responding to requests from Selectmen
on various planning matters. Fact sheets
have been prepared on soils and community
planning, wetlands, and master planning.
Other educational documents will be pre-
pared in 1979.
North Country Perspective ; NCC continues
to respond to opportunities to provide a
North Country perspective to federal and
state policies. NCC represented the area
in a 3-day workshop as part of the Farmers
Home Administration's national assessment
of rural community facilities. Council
members represent the North Country on the
State's "208" Water Quality Program, solid
waste program, and other areas. The Council
testified before the NH House subcommittee
on Growth.
Education and Information : For the third
consecutive year, the North Country Council
co-sponsored the six municipal law lectures.
A special workshop was held on the develop-
ment of small hydro sites. NCC also sponsored
a North Country meeting of bankers, real
estate agents, local officials and other devel-
opment interests to inform them of the
opportunities under the NH Housing Finance
Agency ' s mortgage program. With the advent
of Planning Profiles , the Council's monthly
newsletter, NCC is making an effort to keep
local officials and interested persons up-to-
date on Council programs and other related
planning activities. In a further effort
to solicit local input on planning projects,
the Council has been holding a series of
subregional meetings around the North Country.
In 1979, the Council expects to provide*
more services to local officials to help
them carry out the goals of their own towns.
The newly-funded Area Development Assistance
Program will provide greater assistance to
communities. NCC will be working on an
energy program to determine the practicality
of developing indigenous energy resources.
Requests for community planning services will
increase.
Membership in the Council over the last
five years has increased from five members
in 1973 to forty active members in 1978. A
good deal of service has been provided in
that period and it is hoped that more can be
provided in the years ahead. Ideas on how the
Council can be of greater assistance to towns
are welcomed. The Board of Directors and all
the members of the North Country Council
greatly appreciate the support received
from the towns. This support has enabled the
Council to provide its planning services for








Bedell Covered Bridge, Inc. can report that they
have raised 100% of the funds needed to restore
the Bedell Bridge. Some two or three weeks of
flooring, siding, and clean up remain to be done
when the weather moderates. The cables that
raised and supported the bridge during its restora-
tion have been removed. The townspeople can look
forward to a formal opening to pedestrian traffic
in late spring at the time the new park is dedi-
cated by state officials. The State of New Hamp-
shire will continue to own and manage the bridge
and has covenanted with the National Park Service
to keep it in repair to Federal Historic Preserva-
tion standards.
The Corporation's thanks are extended to the people
of Haverhill for supporting this project for three
years for a total of $1500 at a time when demon-
strated support was badly needed.
(50)
DEAN MEMORIAL AIRPORT
This year improvements have been made in
the areas of flight safety, utilization
and building maintenance. Landing lights
purchased with state funds were installed
on runway 1-19. New electrical service
entrance and siding for the hangar was
furnished by Northern Air and the work
done by their crew. Agreement was made
between the town and Mr. Everett Henson
to cut the trees at the south end of the
runway and we now have clear approaches
up to F.A.A. Safety Flight Standards.
In December a lease for a fixed base,
freight and charter operation was given
to Northern Air, Inc. At this time
active operation is to be resumed in the
spring.
As of December 31, 1978 there were seven
planes stationed at the airport.
The airport was again used for aerial
seeding of winter rye.
Robert Gibson, Manager
Roland & Shirley McKean,
Authorized Representatives
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Balance. - JanaoAif I, 197S $3,218.50
VcpoiAJ: ^Aom ChzcklyiQ Account 500,00
EaAne.d lyiteJteAt 173 .76
Total Balance .,.,... $3,892.26
CHECKWG ACCOUNT :
WCOUE :
Revenue SkaAtng Tund $5,000.00
Received £fiom i,enion. {,0A meali 7, 79^.26
Total Income 6,199.26
Balance Checking Acct. 1/1/78 1,682,16




Ald/ilch Genenal StoKe iiood]
White RlveJi PapeA Company
[iuppLiei ]
l/FW [Rent ion. Kitchen)
To Savings Account








UliceHaneoui: [File Box, postage,
itampi, envelopes, fLubbex itamp,
bank ckaAge ^on. checks).
Total VlibuAyiementi




















Total numbeA meali, i>eAved In 1978 [2,982]
Reipecliully submitted,
VaJj>ij V. Claxk, T/ieoiuACA
UealA On Wheeli
WHITE MT. REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
Summary of your Region Association's Activities/
Programs for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1977 -
June 30, 1978
Solicited and prepared the 1978 edition of the
State's Lodging in New Hampshire , and your
Association's Where to Stay/Dine in the White
Mountains Region .
Began an overhauling of much of your Association's
promotional literature. The major result will
be an improved Map and Guide to the White
Mountains Region .
Prepared all text material for issues of Outlook
Magazine, copies of which are sent to all White
Mt. region businesses, selectmen, county com-
missioners, and to all state legislators and
state department commissioners, and directors.
Continued its work in support of the White
Mountains Center for the Arts.
Held a joint annual meeting with the Society for
the Protection of New Hampshire Forests at
Bethlehem's Rock's Estate in an effort to give
the proposed Farm and Forest Museum more publi-
city to regional businesses and citizens.
Represented on several committees and organiza-
tions throughout the state and the region.
Provided informational and promotional material
to out-of-state promotion and travel agencies.
Continued its support of 4-H groups and activities
in Grafton, Coos and Carroll Counties.
Sponsored a seminar on advertising and promotional
essentials for businesses in the region.
WHITE MOUNTAIN REGIONAL ASSOCIATION CONTINUED,..
- Put together an inventory of the number of over-
night accommodations in the region to help deter-
mine what the total population of the region would
be if all beds were filled (residents plus visitors),
(Hospitals needed such information to prepare for
any widespread emergencies such as flu epidemics.)
- Spoke before several groups and organizations.
- Continued to help finance publication of the
Christmas Tree Vendor which, in turn, helps
support the $1.2 million industry here in the
region,
- Answered 3000 single inquiries.
- Answered 520 bulk inquiries.
- Wrote 196 personal letters.
- Sent 53 bulletins of Lodging and Real Estate
Inquiries,
'^ Processed 13,598 mimeographed letters.
>- Wrote 7 news releases.
(53)
COTTAGE HOSPITAL COTTAGE HOSPITAL
Dear Residents of Haverhill: BUDGET SUMMARY
We at Cottage Hospital are requesting your finan-
cial support of $9,000 . These funds will be used
to purchase a Portable Defibrillator to monitor
and aid heart patients, and a Cryostat for the
Laboratory.
The Portable Defibrillator can be used at any time
or place to monitor and aid a heart attack victim.
The size and portability of the equipment makes it
easy to take to the victim's home and is used as a
monitor while the victim is being brought to the
hospital. The Defibrillator is operated by one
person and may be used to "defIbrillate" , i.e.,
restore the rhythm of an irregular heart.
The Cryostat has direct correlation with our
operating room in the detection of malignant
tissue. Presently, questionable tissue must be
evaluated after a surgical procedure to determine
if the tissue is benign or malignant. If pathology
tests indicate malignancy, the patient must return
for additional surgery. The Cryostat will allow
for tissue examination at the time of surgery.
The presence of malignant tissue can be detected by
the pathologist while the patient is in surgery
and the surgeon can proceed based on the pathological
findings. The positive results of these procedures
are the elimination of call-back surgery and patient
anxiety while awaiting laboratory results.
The Medical Staff supports the acquisition of the
equipment requested and we all feel it will enhance















Bad Debt Allowance @ 4%
Net Patient Revenue
OTHER INCOME :
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AJORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AGEMCV
Annual KzponX. - 1978
UoKth CoanViy Home. Health AQtvicy, (^Kom aJu> main
od^i'ice at 60 High Street, Luttltton, and iatelLLtz
o^ii'iceJi Zn Cottage Hoip-itaZ and LLnwood M^dlcat
CenteA, pn.ov-ideA health coJie heJwlceM odmed at both
pKeventlon and tn.eatme.nt o{^ dtieai>e. The Agenctj
ieAvei n.ej>lde.nti, oi {,l^teen [15] towm In the Honth
Coant/iy.
In 1978, the loHoiM-ing ie/ivlce^ weAe deZivexed:
6173 Skilled MiWilng Cafie VAJtLUi to patlznt^ In thelt
hornet. TheAe oAe {lOn. the cMAonicxUHy M, caxe
{iOtlowlng hoip-itallzatlon ofi acute coAe In lieu o^
hoip^ltalizatlon.
507 Health Promotion V-U-iti ^o/i the aMe^dimtnt and
evaluation o(i a peAAon'i, mecU and/ on. pn-oblemi,
160 V-UjaM, to HeMiboKn^ and thelA motheM {^on.
aMt^tance and neaMuAance, Wo chafige -U, made {^on.
eltheA health pftomotiom oft newbofin v-Uylti.
200 Phyitcjil Thexapy Vaj,aM> to homebound patle,nt6
.
11 Speech TheAapy V-iA-iti to homebound patients. Thld
Aji a new ieAv-Lce added In hlovembeA.
MeAe held thxoughout the afiea, oi well aM {oua (4)
adult health icAccnlng clinics co-iponAoficd mth
LLom Clabi. Vollow-upi ai, needed weAZ made on
pnobtem dticovexed In the. clinic iettingi. Seven
hundted thlfity-nlne. [739] chllxiAen received hOAvi-ceJk
flanging {in.om immunlzationi to orthopedic evaluatloni
.
V-Lve hundAed one. 1501] adulti attended the health
iCieenlng cllnla, In (^ouA [4] toujn6. Clinics aAe
avatlable to all fie^ldenti Mithout chaAge.
Thli Agency -U> approved by MedlcoAe. and the Mew
Hamp^hlAc Ve.pantment o^ Public Health oi a ceAtlf^led
pfiovldeA ol home. coAe -ieAvlce^. The BoaAd o^
V-Oiectom AJ, composed o^ volunteeA membeAi fie-
pKe^cntlng the towm ieAved. It li a non-pfio{^lt
agency.
SeAvlceM to ReAldenti oj HaveAhlil Include :
1411 Skilled hluAAlng V-iAlts
94 Health Promotion Vlilti
66 \Jaj,aMi to Newborn^!, and HotheAi
46 Physical TheAapy Vlilti
2010 HomemakeA/Home Health Aide V-Uiti
Eighty [80] children attended ctinlcM held -in
HaveAhlil and one hundAed ^ouA [104] adulti> attended
the Adult Health Screening, Haverhill reAldenti may
attend any clinic held In our. AeAvlce oAea.
8130 HomemakeA/Home Health Aide yLiitA {,or
oiiiii^tance Mtth pergonal coAe, light houA ekeep-ing
and meal prepaAatlon, and otheA medical-related
ieAv-iceA which enable people to remain In their own
home&.
Public Health Activities, Aimed at Prevention :
A total o{i twenty-nine (29) cllnlcA ^or children
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WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER WMMHC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT CONTINUED...
Executive Director's Report
January to December 1978
Enclosed in this report are facts and figures which
reflect the activities of White Mountain Mental
Health Center during the past year. Our request
for town support is based primarily on our goal of
maintaining service delivery at this level for the
coming year. 1 hope you find this information
useful.
A. Clinical Activity:
(1) Enrolled 325 clients ("260 of which, or 80%
were new referrals) , A total of 658
clients were counselled during the year
in 4,636 sessions.
(2) Held numerous consultation sessions with
other professional persons and volunteers
(doctors, nurses, social workers, attorneys,
etc.) and organizations concerning those
individuals they were attempting to serve.
(3) Held educational and community planning
sessions with and for interested profes-
sional and lay persons in the region
served by the agency.
B. Services Rendered:
(1) A 24-hour seven-day a week on-call emer-
gency service for problems that need
immediate attention. A WMMHC professional
staff member is on call at all times.
(2) A partial hospitalization program to pro-
vide more extensive care for those indi-
viduals for whom individual therapy is
not sufficient.
(3) Outpatient counselling to area residents-
the major activity of the clinic. The
services offered include individual
counselling, group therapy, family therapy,
marital counselling and play therapy (for children)
.
The services are provided in Littleton and in
three satellites located in the Cottage Hospital
in Woodsville, in the Lin-Wood Medical Center in
Lincoln and at Weeks Memorial Hospital in Lancaster.
(4) Intensive diagnostic and inpatient care in our
local hospitals for those individuals experiencing
an emotional problem.
(5) Psychotropic medication. In certain cases
medication is used as an adjunct to the New
Hampshire Hospital in Concord.
(6) Pre-admission screening and aftercare services
for patients entering and leaving the New
Hampshire Hospital in Concord.
(7) Social, psychological, and psychiatric evalua-
tion and/or testing for schools. Courts, and
State vocational/rehabilitation services.
(8) Psychiatric consultation to physicians and to
hospitals staffs serving patients hospitalized
in our local general hospital; mental health
consultation to the District Court, school
system, police, Head Start, public nurses and
the Welfare Department
.
(9) An on-going inservice program for community
and school nursing personnel.
(10) Sponsorship of T.E.M.P.O. , Inc., a sheltered
workshop for developmentally disabled persons
between the ages of 15 and 65 and now serving
27 individuals. This program provides job
skills training through contracts obtained
from local business and industry. This program
has recently expanded to a new facility on Main
Street in Littleton (the old Saranac factory)
and now offers a comprehensive program of skills
training to individuals with various needs and
levels of skills.
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WMMHC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT CONTINUED.., WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
(11) Specialized clinical services for the
elderly so as to strengthen our sup-
port to this population over 65.
(12) Expanded clinical programming for post-
New Hampshire Hospital patients with
the help of a State Hospital employee as
well as an experienced para-professional
so as to deliver more consistent after-
care services.
(13) Participation with other local people
to maintain an acceptable halfway house
facility as an alternative to inpatient
hospitalization.
(14) Participation with PADA (Program on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse) to maintain
joint programs so as to strengthen
services to alcoholics.
White Mountain Mental Health Center is approved as
a comprehensive mental health center by the New
Hampshire Department of Mental Health and is
affiliated with the following state and national
organizations: New Hampshire Assn. of Community
Mental Health Clinics, Northern N.H. Mental Health
Center, N.H. Health & Welfare Council, The Assn.
of Mental Health Administrators, and the American
Management Assn.
This non-profit agency is governed by a 40-person
Board of Directors of local citizens. Elections
are held each year at the time of the agency's
annual meeting (May) . All money voted or contributed
to White Mountain Mental Health Center is used to
support local needs. This agency serves 22 towns
totally, a resident population of 25,775.
BREAKDOWN OF SERVICES BENEFITING RESIDENTS
TOWN OF HAVERHILL
NUMBER OF PATIENTS COUNSELED 60
NUMBER OF COUNSELING SESSIONS 469
PERCENT OF TOTAL AGENCY
COUNSELING ACTIVITIES 11
State of New Hampshire allowable charge per
session $36.00 X 469 = $16,884.00
Agency Collection based on average collection
per session $2,584.00
Deficit $14,299.81
8760 hours of Emergency Mental Health Coverage
were provided to all residents.
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HAVEmiLL LIBmy ASSOCJATJON
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BiuMLing Vund Sav^ngi Account 200.00

















BALANCE; January 1, 1978 .
RECEIPTS:
W.F.V. $5,500.00
ToMn oj) HaveMUZl 3,356.66
G-L^ti, Loit Book^, T-inu 266.75
Ckzcklng Account Intexe^t 63.04
EXPENSES:






WateA S Light 181.89
JniWiance 548.00










197S PIKE LIBRAE/ ASSOCIATION
T/LZOAuAzn.' A RzponX.
BALAMCE : JamcUiij 1, 197S - $5,117.98 Sw-Cng^ Accouyit
550. 40 Cke.ckJ.ng Account
Total ReceA.pt!, $5,46S.3S
Total Expe.ndJJnxn.eJi 1 ,606.04
$3,862.34
8ALAWCE OM HANV:




SaloAleA & VueA $ 428,48










NORTH HAVEKHl LL PUBLIC LIBRAR/
Tn.eaAuA.eA'i Kepont - 1978
RECEIPTS ;
Balance - January 1, 1978 $ 71.63
Receipts J,on. the yeoA -.
Tom oi HaveAhlZl $2,527.50
flneA, VueA, Re^undA 27.10
Dividend on JnsuJiance 18.40
TntcneAt on Kimball Fund ^14 27.33
Jnte/LCit on Evelyn Hamon Cent. 80.21





ExpemeA don. the yean.:














Nonth HaveAhlZt LlbnoAy Association Meeting to
convene Immediately {^oHoMcng the adjouAnment ojj the
Nonth Havenhlll PAecinct Meeting at the MonAJJUL
ElzmentaAy School ThuAAday, Manck 15, 1979.
RlahaAd RutheA{iOAd, Chalnman
LlbnoAy TnuAteeA
REPORT OF VJSTKKT FOREST FIRE CWrEF
and
y'OUR FORESTTIRE WARPEW
Fo/i mon.e. than 80 yza/u,, a coopeAativz z{^{jOfvt bt-
tMe.tn the State. o{, New HampihJjto. avid local, lo/iut
{jlh.e. aathonJjtieJ, ha& QjieaXed a ^oKzht ^Ikz p^eventZon
and iuppfiUi,i.on pfiogfum that Zi /Ltaognlztd an
iwpeAyLoK thAoughoat the United States,
Stnce. the {,Zut {^ofiejit {^Ajie Ixmi, weJie M/Utten In
1895, the 6tat& and local community goveJinmenti have
u]on.ke.d togetkcn. to pKe.ve.nX. and combat {^ofieAt {^tfie^.
Today, 249 {o/LeAt it>ie mA.de.nA and moxe than 1800
deputy wafidcm axe appointed e.veKy tknee. yea/u by the
State. ToKe^teA to wonk wLth the membeM o^ the State.
VoKeAt Tlfie Sta{,{^ tn thl6 eHo/tt. State ^uncLs oAe.
u&e.d to pay one.-haZ{, the co^t OjJ {^ofie^t (J-c/ie
iuppKe^iton coitA tncwtAcd by IocmZ {^ofieMt ^-Oie on."
ganizationA, within pay njxteA established by the
Govefinon. and Council. State {^unds matched by local
{^undi axe used to puAchase. hand tools to iupp>ies&
lowest {,tAes, to tAJxLn local ^oKest {^Ajie cAew4 and In
{^ofiest i-ifie pA.eventi.on woxk.
AZZ outside. bufini.ng, when the gKound is coveAed
mitk i,now, is, peJunctted only a^teA obtaining a u)Aitten
{yinz peAmut ^ftom youA locaZ Tofiest FiAe WoAdcn.
Penalty {^on. buAning without a peAmit when one is >ie-
QuiAed is a misdemeanor, punishable, by a ^ine. up to
h, 000. 00 OA a jail teAm OjJ up to one. yeoA oa both,
REMEMBER, OUIV /OU CAW PREl/EWT FOREST FIRES.'















AWWUAL REPORT OF THE WOOPSl/ILLE FIRE PEPARTMEWT
To the. InhabiXants oi HaveAkilZ:
The. yeax, 1978, was a vexy busy one {^oi the
Ifloodsville Fixe Vcpaxtment. The yeax got Ataxted
eaxly in the mon.ni.ng o{^ New Veaxs Day with the de-
vastating loi& 0^ the Newman Lumbex Company Finishing
Hill. This was a texxible loa to the community and
{^oAtunately has be.cn replaced by a nice new {^aciJLity.
We pujt a new piece oi appaxatus into iexvice and
have, put many houAS fiaining in on it this yeax. It
has pftoved to be a txemendous addition to ouA equtp-
ment. ?/ieconnected ho6e Lines and the extxa watex
caAxXed on boaxd have cut oux iet-up time, and in-
cxcased ouA {,ixe.{iighting powex gAcatly.
We. have been woAklng hoAd on oux new fieel tnadi
that will Aeplace ouA 1938 ChtvAolet and expect to
put it into iexvice vexy ihontty. Along these iame
lines we have done all oi oux own maintenance and
{^eel thai we have iaved a considexable amount o^
money.
It .deem that whenevex you get a wew piece oi
equipment iA. get!, used quite a bil. In the last
ten yeoAS, we only had iwo occasions to use a Aow-
boat which we had to go and boAHow. We now have oux
own which was donated to us by Ina Hitchelt. We
used that boat thxee times this yeax, twice
success {,uIZy to old people in txouble. We rescued
thn.ee boyi who wexe ^t/ianded on ice and to Aemove a
pexson who had {fallen ^Kom the WoodsvilZe/Wells TUvex
bnldge.
We axe pAoud to announce as membexs o{j Twin
State HutuaZ Aid Fixe AsiociaXlon thai oun. dispatch
centen. is in opexatlon and we {^eel thai it is doing
a good job ioA us. The {ixe depantment, as a whole,
&uppoAts mutual aid, what Lt htands ion., and what
its goals axe; namely, helping one anothex in times
oi need iuch as Newmans iixe and, in the iuluxe,
lowex InsuAance nates ion. oua homeownens. Also,
(61)
beXteJi -impfiovnd tfuujiLng {^cLcJJLLtiu and mofit and
beXteA zquA-prntnt to pnotdcJ: thd cJJxzzyk> o^ the.
Uonth CouYvUty. Somz ptople. qaeJ>tLon tht coiit o^
mutuaZ old, howzvoA, Zn Wood&v-ittz, am 1977, m^Ltk
two majofi {i-iAU, we n.zcQAVQ.d old tquaZ to te.n time^
Mhat we 6pe.nt to gtvt Lt. Jn 197S the. /latZo wa6
aboLit QA-ght-to-one.. We (JeeZ tkii Li, a pfieJXy good
fLdtLUin on you/L tnvutrmnt, TkLi Zi a fumxtt oAea and
many tAjnu ouA tnvolvtrmnt -in a mutual old call. Ld
only a tankzA and thxzz mtn to canKy wattA. to out-
ly-cng oAtoi.
AnotheA ieAtoui i>ttuatxon we had to dtal with woA
{jOuA bomb icoAej) at thd HZgh School. Thuz icoAU
coYiiumzd ionX.y-louA man houAi o^ laboA plxu, tht
e.quipm&nt uie.d.
We Miih to thank the Volico, VtpaAtme.nt, PAtcZnct
Commt66ton&Ai, SoJLzctmzn and you, thz LnkahZXanX^ ojj
the. Town ojj HavtnhiUL, {,oA youA htlp and iuppoAt In
197S.
Thd fuini, {lOA 197S weAe oi {lOtlom:
Ckimmy VlAU 4
Gai ipZlli, and pAoblzmi aiiocZatzd with than 5
FZtl B S H Vluzl wUih watzA .,....,. 7
Outildz VlAHi & CoUj, 4
Bomb ScoAZA 4
BAuih VlASJ, 3
y^utuaZ Kid outildz HavexkWi 7
lAatvLal Kid tn HaveAkM. 4













WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING 1979 (TENTATIVE)
To the inhabitants of the Woodsville
Fire District, in the Town of Haverhill,
County of Grafton and State of New Hamp-
shire, qualified to vote on said District
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the
Community Building on High Street in said
District at thirty minutes past seven in
the evening on Tuesday March 20, to act on
the following matters:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator.
Article 2. To choose a Clerk.
Article 3. To hear the reports of the
officers hereto chosen and to pass any vote
relating thereto.
Article 4. To choose a Treasurer.
Article 5. To choose an Auditor.
Article 6. To choose one (1) Library
Trustee for the ensuing year.
Article 7, To choose one (1) District
Commissioner for a term of three (3) years.
Article 8. To choose one (1) Water &
Light Department Commissioner for a term of
three (3) years.
Article 9. To choose one (1) member
of the Recreation Committee for a term of
five (5) years.
Article 10. To see if the District will
vote to direct the Water & Light Department
Commissioners to turn over to the District
a certain sum of money to help meet the
expenses of the District.
Article 11. To see if the District will
vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund -
"Truck Replacement" and to contribute
$4,000.00 to said fund.
Article 12. To see if the District will
authorize the Commissioners to withdraw and
expend funds as needed from the Capital
WARRANT CONTINUED
Reserve Fund "Streets & Sidewalk Repairs."
Article 13. To raise and appropriate
such sums as may be necessary for the coming
year, including the Fire Department.
Article 14. To see if the District will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$875,000.00 for the purpose of constructing
sewerage and sewage treatment facilities
which are requirements contained in the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (33 U.S.C.S. 1251 et seq.). This
action will qualify the District for Federal
funds. Of the total construction cost, the
District shall raise a sum not to exceed
$875,000.00 by the issuance of serial bonds
or notes and determine the rate of interest
thereon and take such other actions as may
be necessary to effect the issuance, nego-
tiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or
notes as shall be in the best interest of
the Woodsville Fire District, and allow
the Commissioners to expend such monies as
become available from the Federal Government
under the Financial Assistance Program of
the Construction Grants Section of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (33 U.S.C.S. 1251 et seq.) and
pass any vote relating thereto.
Article 15. (Petition) To see if
the District will vote to rescind all
the provisions passed at the 1977 Annual
Meeting pursuant to Article 17 of the 19 77
warrant.
Article 16. To transact any other
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REPORT ON SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
In 1975 Paid to Whitman & Howard
In 1976 Paid to Whitman & Howard
In 1978 Paid to Whitman & Howard






Outstanding notes $40,656.92 - recovered in January
1979 $3A, 200. 00 from Federal Government and should
recover in February from the State $13,800.00.







1978 COMMUNITY RECREATION REPORT 19 78 COMMUNITY RECREATION REPORT CONTINUED
The 1978 Woodsville Recreation Program
began in January with a little league basket-
ball league composed of players 9-13. Coaches
were Victor Roy, Perry Davidson, Phillip
Davidson, Dale Thornton, Bruce Evans and
Troy Dodge. There were 4 teams and after
4 round robins were played, playoffs com-
menced. The Legion entry coached by Perry
Davidson were eventual winners. Much
gratitude is extended to those coaches who
gave unselfishly of their time. Saturday
afternoon recreation was continued and
basketball for the older group (ages 14-18)
was conducted.
Little League baseball began in June
and coaches included Camille Roy, Arnold
Blood, Francis Smith and Philip Davidson.
After a very competetive regular season,
the Legion entry (Coached by Philip David-
son) won the championship.
T-Ball was conducted for the second
year in a row for players both boys and
girls ages 7-9. John Wardrop assisted by
Perry Davidson and Steve Lang conducted the
program. A girls softball league was
started and girls 9 through 14 were enrolled.
Teresa Bagonzi assisted by Laurianne Boyce
and Bernadette Eraser organized and con-
ducted the program.
Summer Basketball for high school age
students was continued and games were played
with Littleton, Lebanon and Groveton.
Babe Ruth Baseball for players age
13-15 was again conducted. Bob Ward was the
coach. The team was entered into the Triangle
Babe Ruth League, Walker's Motors sponsored
uniforms for this entry.
It is anticipated that at least one
Woodsville Little League team this coming
year will be entered into the Connecticut
Valley Little League.
(69)
The 19 78 Summer Youth Recreation pro-
gram began in July and enjoyed a very
pleasant summer. Very little time was lost
to rain. Two visitations with the Littleton
Program highlighted the summer activities
and many special events produced interest
throughout the summer.
Bicycle rodeos, pet shows, doll fashion
shows, crafts, stilt walking contests, model
boat sailing, and skate board contests
livened the program and brought about a good
daily attendance. Swimming was conducted at
the A. P. Community Swimming Pool. Sharon
Brown, as Waterfront Director, was assisted
by Teresa Bagonzi, Bernie Eraser and Laurianne
Boyce and Katy Page. The Summer Y-R activities
ended with a Field Meet and Swim Meet which
was well attended. Numerous ribbons and
awards were given out at an award ceremony.
The A. P. Hill Community Swimming Pool
was open throughout the summer (June-Sep-
tember) and water temperature which was
constantly in the mid 70 's brought numerous
swimmers and sun bathers to the pool. Hours
were 1-5 p.m. and 6-8 p.m.
A life guard staff of Sharon Brown,
Teresa Bagonzi, John Wardrop, Katy Page,
and Bernie Fraser were on duty during these
hours.
I would like to thank the precinct
commissioners for their help and guidance
in the operation of the swimming pool, and
members of the Recreation Committee, Arnold
Blood and James Slayton, for their time in
reconstructing the main baseball back stop.
Also, I'd like to thank all the organi-
zations who willingly made donations toward
the conduct and operation of the Recreation
Program. I would like to especially thank
Thelma Strobridge for her very thorough work




HILL COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL
Summary of Income and Expenses
January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1978
WOODSVILLE COMMUNITY RECREATION PROGRAM
Summary of Income and Expenses
January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1978
INCOME
INCOME
Balance on Hand 1/1/78 420.94
Interest 16.94
Admissions 988.14
Received from Woodsville Fire
District _ 2,500.00
Total Income $ 3,926.02
EXPENSES
Payroll 2,776.15
Equipment & Pool Maintenance 509.11
Telephone 83.50
Insurance 162.00
Work Study Program 113.97
Employer's Share FICA taxes 167.84
Total Expenses
Balance on Hand 12/31/78









Balance on Hand 1/1/78 788.,71
Received from Woodsville
Fire District 6 ,000..00
Donations 650.,00
Little League 5. 00
Admissions 329.,00
Received from Woodsville Fiie
District for Community Field 200.,00
Soda Sales 14. 53
Tag Day 464.,26
Total Income $ 8,451. 50
EXPENSES
Payroll 5 ,608.,28








Community Field Maintenance 276..25
Office Supplies & Postage 14..00
Work Study Program 715..16
Awards 197..40
Total Expenses $ 7,818..51
Balance on Hand 12/31/78 — 632..99
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
OF
NORTH HAVERHILL WATER DISTRICT
To the inhabitants of the North Haverhill
Water & Light District in the Town of North
Haverhill, N.H., qualified to vote in District
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet in the North
Haverhill Morrill Elementary School, Thursday,
March 15, 19 79 at 7:30 in the evening, to act
on the following matters:
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Moderator for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2 . To choose a Clerk for the ensuing
year.
ARTICLE 3 . To choose a Treasurer for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4. To choose a Commissioner for the
term of 3 years.
ARTICLE 5. To choose an Auditor for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE 6. To raise and appropriate such
sums of money as may be deemed
necessary for the ensuing year
for new equipment and for main-
tenance of the Fire Dept. and for
street lights, and sidewalks of
the District.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote
to update water rates , also have
moderator appoint a 4 member
committee plus commissioners
and rate to become effective
on June 30th billing.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the District is in favor
of buying the Town Hall.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the District will vote
to authorize the commissioners to
borrow money to provide for
current expense or for an emergency
until taxes are collected and gives
notes for same.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the District will authorize
an addition to the Fire Station.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the District will vote
to authorize commissioners to place
surplus money, if some exists, into
trust funds.
ARTICLE 12 . To act on any water customers out-
side the district.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the District will vote
$1,000.00 for flower boxes.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the District will vote
for possible pay for commissioners.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the District will vote
to authorize the commissioners to
seek and accept any grants or funds
available for planned water works
improvements
.
ARTICLE 16. To transact any other business
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Capital Reserve Fund-to be raised by
taxation
Capital Reserve Fund voted from surplus





1979 Water & Light Budget (cont.)
SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS
Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes




Merchandise Sales and Job Work
Betterment Assessments for Water
Betterment Assessments for Sewer
Betterment Assessments for Sidewalks
Other Revenues & Credits:
Fines
Turn off & on Water
New Connections






























Amounts Raised by Issue of Bonds or Notes
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds
TOTAL REVENUES EXCEPT PRECINCT TAXES
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PRECINCT TAXES





NORTH HAVERHILL WATER & LIGHT DISTRICT
BALANCE SHEET
Assets
Capital Reserve $ 5,000.00
H. Merrill Fund 5,305.51
H. Sanborn Fund 11,531.63
Cash on Hand-Fire & Non Operating 5,557.13
Truck Reserve (saving acct.) 6 , 959. 01
$34,353.28
Water Rents Due-December 31, 19 78 2,89 7.00




Cash on Hand - (Water Dept.) $ 2,632.92
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 2,632.92
(82)
NORTH HAVERHILL WATER & LIGHT
TREASURER'S REPORT
JANUARY 1, 1978 to DECEMBER 31, 1978
Water Department
Receipts
Water Rents $11,09 6.82
Fines 125.00
Turning Water off/on 115.0
Water Connections 1,890.84
Insurance Rebates & Credits 426. 00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $13,653.66










Main Extensions 1,16 6.2 5
Water Study 5,000.00
TOTAL EXPENSES $21,348.59
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Less Reserve for Depreciation
Cold Spring Pump
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Distribution of Mains
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Services
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Added Services
Hydrants
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Portable Pump
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MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING
MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING CONT'D.
I
To the voters of the Mountain Lakes District
located in the Town of Haverhill, New Hamp-
shire who are qualified to vote in District
affairs.
Take Notice and Be Warned: That the annual
District Meeting of the Mountain Lakes Dis-
trict of Haverhill, New Hampshire will be
held on Saturday, March 17th, 1979 at 7:00
P.M. at the District Building in the Moun-
tain Lakes District to act upon the fol-
lowing subjects:
I. To elect the following District officers:
One Commissioner for a term of three years.
One Commissioner for a term of one year.
A Treasurer for a term of one year.
A District Clerk for a term of one year.
A District Moderator for a term of one year.
And such other District officers as may
be required by Law.
II. To see if the District will vote to incur
debt in anticipation of taxes and other
revenue of the financial year in order to
pay current maintenance and operation
expenses and to issue notes therefore in
conformity with the New Hampshire Munici-
pal Finance Act, RSA Chapter 33.
Ill, To see what sum the District will appro-
priate to pay the expenses of the District
during the 19 79 fiscal year for the pur-
poses set forth in the District budget.
IV. To transact any other business that
may legally be brought before the
District meeting.







(Articles may be added or amended up to time






The 1978 Annual Meeting of the Mountain Lakes
District was called to order at the District
Building at Mountain Lakes on March 18, 1978 at
7:00 P.M. by the Moderator, William Hall. The
Moderator then read the Warrant.
Article I. To elect the following District
Officers: One Commissioner for a term of three
years, a Treasurer for a term of one year, a
District Clerk for a term of one year, a District
Moderator for a term of one year and such other
District Officers as may be required by law.
The Moderator called for nominations for one
Commissioner for a term of three years. The names
of Kathie DeBaise and Jim Dockham were placed in
nomination. After balloting, the Ballot Clerk
announced that Kathie DeBaise received thirteen
(13) votes and Jim Dockham received eighteen (18)
votes. Jim Dockham was declared elected.
Nominations were called for the office of
District Treasurer. Josephine Osso was the only
name placed in nomination and having a majority
of votes was declared elected.
Nominations were called for the office of
District Clerk. Usa Philion was the only name
placed in nomination and having a majority of votes
was declared elected.
Nominations were then called for the office of
Moderator. William Hall was the only name placed
in nomination and having a majority of votes was
declared elected.
The oath of office was then administered by
Attorney L. Gardner, Justice of the Peace, to all
the duly elected officials of the District.
MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT
ANNUAL MEETING OF MARCH 18, 1978 CONTINUED...
Article II. To see if the District will
vote to incur debt in anticipation of taxes and
other revenue of the financial year in order to
pay current maintenance and operation expenses
and to issue notes therefore in conformity with
the New Hampshire Municipal Finance Act, RSA
Chapter 33.
Mabel Billings moved the article be accepted
as written. Roger Knauth seconded the motion. It
was so adopted.
Article III. To see if the District will
authorize the Commissioners to take all action
necessary for the eventual acquisition of the
water system, furnishing water to homes in the
District including participation in all rate
proceedings before the New Hampshire Public
Utilities Commission.
John Poellein moved the article be accepted
as written. William Hall seconded the motion.
Walter Bennett moved the article be amended, the
word "home" be changed to "properties", to
accurately include the Younis Construction building
which is commercial. Roger Knauth seconded the
motion. The amendment was approved by a voice
vote. The article was adopted with the noted
change in wording.
Attorney Larry Gardner, sworn in prior to the
meeting to act as Assistant Moderator, assumed the
chair at this point.
Article IV. To see what sum the District will
appropriate to purchase the Mountain Lakes Ski Area
and to issue notes or bonds therefore in conformity
with the New Hampshire Municipal Finance Act RSA
Chapter 33.
Walter Bennett moved the District appropriate
no money to purchase the Mountain Lakes Ski Area.
John Poellein seconded the motion. Following
(88)
MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT
ANNUAL MEETING OF MARCH 18, 1978 CONTINUED
extensive, disputive and confusing discussion,
William Hall moved to defer the vote on Article IV
until vote on Article V was completed. Mabel Bil-
lings seconded the motion. This motion was carried
unanimously.
Article V. To see if the District will appoint
a three person committee to lease all or a portion
of the District Building and the land on which it
is located to any operator of the Mountain Lakes
Ski Area including as an option the right to
purchase the District Building and the land on
which it is located upon such terms and conditions
deemed by the committee to be in the best interests
of the District, on the condition that in the event
of a purchase, the price shall not be less than the
original cost of acquisition by the District.
Anne Marie Godston moved the Article be amended
to read: To see if the Treasurer will appoint a
three person committee to negotiate to lease all or
a portion of the District Building and the land on
which it is located to any operator of the Mountain
Lakes Ski Area on the condition it provide for
District usage of the building or any other such
terms and conditions deemed by the Committee to be
in the best interest of the District. John Poellein
seconded the motion. On a voice vote it was decided
to accept the amended article.
At this point, the Assembly turned its attention
back to Article IV and Walt Bennett's motion that
the District appropriate no money to purchase the
Mountain Lakes Ski Area. John Poellein moved to
amend Walter Bennett's motion as follows: In the
event that private parties don't negotiate to pur-
chase the ski area from the present owners , the
District will authorize its Commissioners to take
all action necessary to purchase the ski area and
to bring it to the attention of the District at an
appropriate and expedient time and to see if the
District will authorize the Commissioners to peti-
tion the Legislature for special legislation to
allow the District to exceed the Debt Limit under
the Municipal Finance Act in the event a need
arises to purchase the Mountain Lakes Ski Area.
Connie Kelleher seconded the motion. Discussion
followed at some length. The amended article was
then voted on and defeated by a voice vote. The
motion as presented by Walter Bennett to appropriate
no money for the purchase of the ski area was
carried unanimously.
Following vote on Article IV, William Hall
resumed the chair as Moderator.
Article VI. To see what sum the District will
appropriate to construct and develop a camping area
to be located within the boundaries of the District.
Association Campsite Director, Chuck Ragland,
presented a brief outline of the campsite proposal,
which petitioned for the construction of twelve (12)
camping sites to be located in the vicinity behind
the District Building adjacent to the leaching field.
Kathie DeBaise then moved to have the District appro-
priate $6700 as outlined in the campsite proposal for
the construction of a camping area. John Poellein
seconded the motion. Twenty voted in favor of the
motion, three opposed and two abstained. The motion
carried .
Article VII. To see what sum the District will
appropriate to pay the expenses of the District
during the 1978 fiscal year for the purposes set forth
in the District Budget.
Roger Rnauth gave a visual presentation of the
budget and answered questions. Walter Bennett moved
to accept the budget as presented for the amount of




REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS
To the Voters and Taxpayers of Mountain Lakes
District
:
To mood of 1978 was one of new energy and pros-
perity as the Mountain Lakes District continued
in its efforts to establish itself.
Key to this was athe hiring of a new Administra-
tive Assistant, John Philion. From the start
John showed a unique combination of creative
foresite and initiative. Starting at the ground
level, he refurbished all the District facilities,
improving upon District buildings, with fresh
paint and colorful flowers, ground areas with new
seed, recreational areas with improved beaches,
and the installation of a campsite. Various new
signs carried the arty, new Mt . Lakes logo and
gave real designation to our area.
The District also had the pleasure of employing
John's wife, Usa, through the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act. Thanks to her,
Sundays were "unique" for visiting homeowners
and guests with a Continental Breakfast and
Orientation. Through the Philions' joint efforts
a Renter's Guide with seasonal updates was pub-
lished for the first time to assist homeowners
in their rentals. 1978 also saw the publication
of a Builder's Guide, Part I.
Commissioners Roger Knauth and Walter Keane left
their posts early in the summer to become the new
owners of the former Swiftwater Valley Ski Area,
along with partner. Bill Hall. They were
replaced respectively by Kathie DeBaise and Jerry
Johnson.
Summertime recreation reached an all-time high
with a wide variety of activities both old and
new: daily exercise classes, movies, beach parties,
(90)
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS CONTINUED.
square dances, craft classes, softball games, tennis
and swimming instruction and canoeing. Labor Day
wound it all up with a Birthday blow-out. Junior
Olympics and Square Dance. Thanksgiving brought
a harvest of activities for the first time, among
them a Pumpkin Hunt, "Ole Time" movie and Pie Party.
Wintertime recreation in Mountain Lakes again saw
alpine and nordic skiing with the opening of the
Monteau Ski Area Christmas week. Monteau's assets
are considerable: three slopes and trails, complete
rentals, snack bar, lounge and night skiing at the
beginner's area three nights weekly.
Our roads were hit hard in June with a tremendous
deluge, but thanks to the Town the wash-outs were
soon repaired. Several new roads were also taken
over this fall: the northern portion of Swiftwater
Circle in Highview, Pinnacle Way into the Lodge
and the northern portion of Haverhill Lane in
Woodsmere.
The 1978 District and Association leadership pledged
their efforts to take over the Water System and put
into operation the ski area. Thanks to private
enterprise the ski area is now in operation. How-
ever, the Mountain Springs Water Company court
litigations are still in progress. It is again
the pledge of the District and Association to con-
tinue their efforts to take over the water system.
With a new year upon us, the 1978 tradition of energy
and prosperity is as strong as ever. Your District
Commissioners and an active, vital Association pledge
their efforts to "keep the ball rolling" in 1979. We






ANNUAL MEETING OF MARCH 18, 1978 CONTINUED...
Article VIII. To see if the District will
vote to authorize the Treasurer, with the approval
of the Commissioners, to appoint a Deputy Treasurer
as provided in RSA 41:29a.
Roger Knauth moved to accept the article as
written. Walter Bennett seconded the motion.
It was so adopted.
Article IX. To see if the District will
authorize the Commissioners to rename those
roads within the District that have duplicate or
confusing names after a public hearing.
Roger Knauth moved to accept the article as
written. John Philion seconded the motion. It
was so adopted.
Article X. To transact any other business that
may be legally brought before the District meeting.
Connie Kelleher moved to see if the District will
authorize the Commissioners to petition the Legis-
lature for special legislation to allow the District
to exceed the Debt Limit under the Municipal Finance
Act in the event that a need arises to purchase the
Mountain Lakes Ski Area, Roger Knauth seconded the
motion. It was so adopted.
It was moved, seconded and voted that the meeting
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I
PRECINCT OF HAVBTJHILL COnNER
WcLfiAant £on Annual UzeJxng
To the. ZnhabXXanti oi the. Vx2.CA.ncX. oi Hav^MuUi
Connoji, In iald HaveJikiZt, who oAZ. quaLil<lzd to votz
tn Vtitfilat A^i^oaJU,:
You oAe. hoAtbij notl^iZzd to mzzt <Ln tkz. ChapeJL, In
iald ?n.Q.CA.nct:, on We.dnuda.i^, Match U, 7979 at 7:30
o'clock tn the. evening to act upon tkz ^olZoMcng
onjtLcZeM
AfvticJLe 1 • To elect a HodeJvxton. {^ofi the teAm ojf one
yean..
Afuticte 2 : To elect a CteAk {,ox. the tejm o^ one. ycoA,
AMZcle. 3 ; To hcax the. Kepofit ojj the Tn.eMAUA.eJL and
otheA agznt&,
AAticle 4 : To elect one Vficcinct CommlM>loneA {^oA
thz teAm o{i thtce yeau,
AAZicle 5 : To ele.ct a TAcaiuAeA ^OA the. teAm oi one.
yeoA.
AAtlcle 6 : To elect an AuditoA {^oA the. teAm o^ one
yeafi.
AAtlcle 7 : To iee !{, the votzAA will vote to Install
a ilx Inch pipeline. {jAom the ip/Ung totf>
to the AeJiZAvolu. The maximum cO'Sat
tunlt to be deteAmlned by the voteAA^
AAtlcle S : FuAiuant to AAtlcle #7, ^jj appAoved,
authorize the VAecincX. CommLiiloneAA to
boAAow by long teAm note the {^undi de-
teAmined neceiioAy by uioAk appAoved In
AAtlcle #7.
AAtlcle 9 : Vuuuant to AAtlcle "7, 1{, appAoved, vote
to Aaiie all exl&tlng wateA Acuted to ^und
the cat o{, Installing a new pipeline,
Kate IncAeMe to become ef^^ecllve ApAll
1, 7979.
AAtlcle 10 : To iee li the PAeclnct will vote to AaUe
and appAopxlate a ium not to exceed Ten
AAtlcle 77:
Thousand {$10,000.00) doUoAA and
appAopAlate an additional ium not to
exceed ThiAty Thousand [$30,000.00]
doUjvu, ^oA the puApoie o{i pAepanlng a
iaclliXleA plan on ieioage which lis a
AequlAement contained In the TedcAal
WateA VoUullon Conttol Act ai> emended
[33 U.S.C, Sec. 7257 et i.eq.] and will
quati{,y the PAeclnct {,0A TedeAol Fundi,
ium& to be geneAoted ai {,ollow!,:
Ten Thousand {$10,000.00} doUau to be
Aoibed by genewl taxation. Eight
Thousand [$8,000.00] doUoAi, o{, which
will be AelmbuA^ed to the PAeclnct o^
Havenhlll CoAneA by the State o^ New
HampihlAe upon completion o^ the
FaclHtleA Plan.
Thinly Thousand [$30,000.00] doUoAS
to be pAovlded by the FedeAol GovcAn-
ment unden. the Financial Assistance
PAogAam OjJ the Construction Grants
Section ol the FedeAol WcuteA Pollution
ContAol Act as amended (33, \i.S.Z.,
Sec. 7252 eX. seq.] .
And, {jUAlkeA, to allow the CommlssloneAA
to expend such monies as become avail-
able lAom the FedeAol Government under
the Financial Assistance Program o^
the Construction Grants Section o^ the
Federal WaleA Pollution ContAol Act as
amended (33, U.S.C, Sec. 7257 et. seq]
and pass any vote Aelatlng thereto.
To see 11 the Precinct will vote to
authorize the Commissioners , until
directed to the contrary at a subsequent
Precinct Meeting, to apply ior,
negotiate and do all other things
necessary to obtain such FedeAol, State,
OA other assistance as may be available
^or the report ^or, design o£, and con-
struction o{i a sewage disposal system.
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and to oixtkofLLZt the. CommU>.!,£.omM to
boHAow mno-ij Zn cmtlcApaXZoYi OjJ &(u.d
lU^Zistancz tn, ouXLLmd In Hm Hamp-ikln.^
Rev-iied Statatu Annotatzd 33: 7 ^E at i.^q.
04 amzndud and pan any vote xzlatLng
tkeAeXo .
AnZlclt 72 ; Vott to authoAlze. thz <Lyu,t<ittatLon o^
one. [ 1 ] £txz&t tight Zn p/toxAjniXij to the,
UomJUL B/ioim /leAZAtnce on Koute 25, tn
i,ald VxecZncX,
Article 13 : Vote, to authofilzz the. ?A.ecA,nct
CormliiZoneJH to boAAow money to pxovMe
{^ofi cwuient expemeM, on. {^on. emeAgency,
until the taxei oKe cotlected and to g-ive
note. {^oH. 4<wi£.
/Vitidiz 14 : To fuuJie iuch 4 urns OjJ money {^ofi the en-
^ulng yexvt a& p/vinted <in the budget.
hhtidie 75 ; lo tAamact any othen. buitne^^ pKopen. to






FRECWCT or HAVEKHILL CQRWEK
The 197S AnnuaZ Meeting o^ the ?/iecA.nct o^
HaveAkitt ConneA wai, cxdZed to oAdeA at the ToAl^h
Houie -in HaveAhiiZ CoAneA on MoAch 22, 197S at 7:30
p.m. by the ModeAoto/i, KoaL T, EAuakneA.
The ModeAatoA announced that undeA AAticZe 1 ojj
the lHoAAant, the election o^ a ModeAaton. ^oA the
coming yean, woi In oAdeA. KanZ T. EaucMza woi nom-
inated by HoAfiy FogaAty and seconded by Jane
Vfieckette. Kakt T. EAuckneA wa& the only peAion nom^-
tnated jjo/t thL& o{^{yice and, having a majority 0(J the
battoti ca£t, wa4 dectaAe.d eJLected^
UndeA AnticZe 2, Sue EftuckneA wai, nominated ^on.
CleAk by Nancy Pomplan and seconded by StuaAt
Vomplan, Sue EnuckneA, having a majofilty oj) the
baZloti cait, woi dectated elected.
UndeA Antidie 3, aX woa moved by EoaI AAembung
and seconded by David Vfiechette that, the nepoit o{,
the TAeoiuAZA and otheA agenti be accepted a& pntnted
In the Town Kepo/it, Tt woi voted unanimously to
accept the Kepofvti,.
UndeA AntlcZe 4, HoMOAd Evans nominated and Foul
Hunt seconded Chanlei Vond {^oK the thfiee yeoA teAm
as FAeclnct CommlssloneA, Helen Smith nominated and
KoAt EU>neA seconded the nomination o{^ WalteA HoMls
{,0/L CommlssZoneA {^on. the thxee yean teAm. Ha/itlyn
UcVonough nominated and Vavtd Tnechette seconded RogeA
WoAAen ^on the thn.ee yean teAm o^ CommtisloneA.
Vavld fnechette moved and HanZan Hutchlm seconded
a motion to ctose nominations. As no candidate Ae-
celved a majoAity o^ votes exist, the UodeAotofi de-
claned that a second ballot Mould be taken and the
voting Aestnlcted to Chanles fond and WalteA MoAnls,
the candldateJi who had received the highest numben ojj
votes.
WalteA UoAAis had the majonlty o^ ballots cast
and was declaxed elected.
UndeA Afvticle 5, SteJwoAt Holden was nominated {^oH.
TneasuneA by Ken Srrith, seconded by Chanles VoAd.
StejwoAt Holden being the only penson nominated and,
having a majonlty o^ ballots cast, was declaned
elected.
UndeA Antlcle 6, James Eanben. was nominated {,oa
Audlton by Many fon.d and seconded by Mns. Manlon
Andnews. James EanbeA, having a majonlty o{, ballots
cast, was decloAcd elected.
The oath ojj o^^lce was admlnisteAed by the
ModeAoton to all the above pensons with the exception
o{i James EanbeA who was not pAesent.
Louli Pike called ^on a nepont o{, the StAeet
Light Committee consisting o^ Kanl EZsneA, Stuant
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Pomp-ian and EoaZ A^mbuAg be^o/ie tak^Lng up KKtLdLd 7.
On hzhoJil 0() tko. coYrmcttO-i, Ka/di EZ&neA. K2.poht2.d that
the. ckcuige. by CVEC ^oA zack 0|) 61 poleJ> WOi ?3.62 pluM
one. pole at $4.62; that tkU, Kate c«w a {^lat Jiate and
that the Village could iave app/ioxlmateZy $1 ,500,00 by
KejnoV'ing eveMj otheA tight. He iugge^ted that
$3,000.00 taa^ a dZip/iopoltionate ihan.e o^ the budget
juit {lOn. itAeet tightii.
It wad moved by Man.y Campbell, and ieconded by Kuth
EogaAty and unayujmou&ly voted that the fieponX o^ the
Street Light Committee be accepted and that a vote o^
thanki be g-iven to the corrmvttee {^on. a ^tne /lepoAt.
It 0)04 moved by Paul Hunt and ^econded by ChoAle^
foxd that 50% o{, tiie itneet Lights be disconnected,
and that the CommtiitoneAA detennine which Lights
should be dJjiconnected. The discui-iton wiiZch
{fOZtowed wai, dominated by the pfLobtejm o{, how many and
which tights to tu/in o{,{,. Thexe weAC many
iuggestiom, on how best to accomptU>h this. Some
lett that alZ tights wexe needed {^ox ia^^ety and dog
contnot, and that it was necesia/iy to iLtuminate tn-
teAsecttons and town bulZdingi,, WilLian AndfiejWi
Suggested that we take a 6CA.enti{,ic approach and have
CVEC deteAmine the intensity Oj$ iZtuniiyuition between
tights and tafin down oH. o^jj ^t/ieet tights on a
technical and non-psASonat basis. It was also
suggested that each peJison pay jjo-t his own i>tJieet
tigkti.
StuaAt Pompian moved that we tejuninate. discusAion
and Ka/il Elsnex. seconded. Upon voice vote, that
motion pa^^ed. The UodeAjxtoH. called {oA a vote on the
main motion and that motion failed to caJViy.
UndeA. Afiticle 7, tt was moved by ChanZes foKd and
seconded by HowoAd Evans that the dlsttict appAove
the installation o^ a htAeet tight neaA the hiXe o{,
Louis Pike's new home constAuction on Route 25. The
motion was unanimously appAoved.
UndeA Ivuticte S, it was moved by StuoAt Pompian
and seconded by Edith CeJiley that the CommissioneAS
Aeactivate the Planning BooAd. The CteAk Aead ^Aom
minutes o^ the 7973, 1914 and 7974 meetings. They
indicated that a Planning Boatd had been established
by the 7973 meeting and that seven membeAS had bee.n
appointed. Many Aesidents expAessed opinions £oA
and against the Planning Boand. A^teA pKolonged
discussion, Ruth Voganty moved that the pAevious
question and Manllyn McVonough seconded. The motion
and the main motion both passed by unanimous votes.
UndeA Antlcle 9, it was moved by StewaAt Holden
and seconded by Ken Smith that the CommissioneAS be
authorized to boHAow money and to pAovide {^oA cuAAent
expenses oa ^oa ejmeAgencles until taxes ane collected
and to give notes {,0A the same. The motion was un-
animously approved.
The ModeAatoA explained that undex Article 10,
it was necessary to appropriate a total o^
$2) ,130.00 even though only $4,325.00 oi that sum
was to be raised by taxes. It was moved by Earl
AAembuAg and seconded by David Tlewetting that the
village appropriate the sum oi $21 ,230.00 o^ which
$4,325.00 was to be raised by taxes.
Karl ElsneA moved and Paul Hunt seconded an
amendment to delete $1 ,700.00 iAom stAcet light
budget and use that amount ^or professional advise
and assistance to help solve ouA water supply
pAoblems. A^ter much discussion, the amendment was
defeated. The main motion carAied by unavilmous vote.
StuaAt Pompian moved and Da. Carl WilbeA
seconded a motion that the Commissioners be au-
thorized and directed to work with the appropriate
development and planning agencies to obtain pre-
liminary engineering studies o^ the water system
and its problems at no cost to the Precinct. The
vote was unanimously in ^avor o^ the motion.
It was moved by Earl ArembuAg and seconded by
Ken Smith that we give a vote o^ thanks to out-
going PAeclnct Commissioner William AndAem ^oA the
outstanding job, timely advise and unselfish hours
he gave as PAeclnct CommissioneA, The motion coAAled
by acclamation.
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Jt W(U movtd by Tony Smik and itaondtd by Mancy
TompAjxn that tkd ComnU^'iZoneM a!>k tho. appn.opnlate.
aga.ncA.eA to elAjnlnatd thz paf^ilnQ zonz on Route- TO
tktough the. VUJLaQt, The motion woA unanAnoiu>ly
approved.
It Ma& move.d by RobeJit HcVonough and iecondzd by
Mafiy Ton.d that the CommiMiitoneJid ^-Lnd ouut l^ the
poweA to each itJteet tight could be fieduced and the.
coit^ OK iavtng^i that mutd be. tnvoi-vcd. The. motulpn
Mai, approved.
The Commiiitone/u weAc oiked what fiule^ and f on.
/legulation^ iMexe u^ed to deteAmlne the u(>e. oi the
commons. Bob Smith iaid that the, Commlii-ioneJiA
tended to duj^appKove o^ any oic that tnvotved
cormefic-iaZ activity.
RogeA. WaAAcn {,elt that vZttage. a^^alu ihould be.
dLicuiiied moKe than once, a yeoA. at AnnuaZ Meetingi
and Invited eveAyone. to attend meetings o^ the
HaveAhitt Community A-iioctation on the 3n.d Wednesday
oi evexy month.
It lAiai moved by ChaAleA fold and seconded by Uan.y
FoAd that the meeting be adjowined^ Upon an
a{^{iLnxnativz vote, the. ModeAatoA adjowmzd the meeting
at 10:35 p.m,
Sue. BAudineA, Clenk
FRKWCT OF HAVERmiL CORNER
SCHEVULE OF PRECINCT PROTERTY
JilateA Vepantment i
Land $ T, 400. 00
WateM. Supply StnuctuAU $44,119.01
LeAi^Re^eAve. ^oa Ve.pAeciation 10,942.97
V-UitAibution Maim 51,170.11
le^^-Re^eAue ^oa Ve.pAeciation 38,652.22
HydAanti 4,274.58
leM-ReAexve ^oa VcpAeciation 1 ,674.99
SeJivlce^ 10,311.88
leM-Re^eAve (,on. VcpAeciation 3,805.40
OtheA Equipment 1,111.13
LeA6'ReA,eAve ioA VcpAectation 1 ,085.85
VepAcciated Value. (WateJi VepoAtmcnt]
TJAe. Vepantment :
VlAe. Ho&e $ 7,000.00
LeA'l>^Re^eAvc ^oa VepAcciation 2,706.57
TlAe TAuck "7 22,983.42
LeM-ReieAve ^oa Ve.pAeclation 3,055.88
flAe TAuck #2 7,000.00
LeAi-ReAeAve ioA VzpAtclation 7,000.00
TlAe Hoie and Equipment 11,887.58
leAi-Re^exve ion VepAeciation 6,452.09













VKECWCT or HAVERmLL CQRWER
TREASURER'S KEVORT
Janwaxy 7, J97« to Ve.c.mbeJi 31, 197S
WATER DEPARTMENT
FIRE, JLIGHT MV COMMON VEFARTUENT
Ke-czlpti :
iHateA Rejiti
Tnt2A2^t on Capiat Ke^sJive.
l^ilZtkclAtmn ^A.om CapitaZ Re^eAve
n^iunde-d Smalt Clcum Fee<5
TotaZ Rtcelpti















Ca&h on Hand - VecembeA 31, 197
S


























fAom Tom. 0^ HaveAhlll 7,500.00
BuAZne££ Vao^I^ Tax 434.18




Caih on Hand - JanuoAy 1 , 1978 174.58
Total CoAk Available $13,116.84
Expem 24 ••
StAzet Ughti $ 3,194.34
Common MaZntenance 1,133.00
ElecXAA-cZttf [fZAz HouMi] 116.97
fZAe RepoAtZng Telephone 130.60
fZjte. PZghtZng 1,069.00
fZxe HeeXZng^ and VfiZJUU 107.00
Supplier 1,008.91
laboA and SeAvZce^ 1,018.18
Caroline 184.80
TZAe. ScAooli 139.50
TwZn State fZAemen'i A&iocZatZon Vuu 90.00
Heating FueZ [fZne Home] 636.01
tn^uAance 1,178.17
fixe TniLck Mote 1,000.00





Coih Ve.iZcZX. " VecembeA 31, 1978 '698.58
TotaZ Expand ei> and Ca^k $13,116.84
BaZance oi Mote - JuZy 31, 1978
?ayme.nt on Mote Zn 1978




Balance oi Uotn - Ja.nvuxn.if 1, 197S
Payrmnt on Uotz Zn 197
&
BaLcince. oi Notz - Vo-cmbeJi 31, 1978
Ti24pe.ct^ullij iubnUMzd,






Vox tht Vzan. Ending: VzzzmboJi 31, 1978
$3,000,..00 ASSETS:
:e.a&uA.ejt
flxQ.d A44e^ [WaieA Ve-pantrnznt]




Capital RMeAve [OJateA VzpaAXmznt]











VnpiQ-clcution ReAeAue [WateA VzpanXifmnt]
VzpKtCA.atton RuM-ve. [f-ixn Vupcwtrntnt]
long TeJm Uotu








I havz a.u.dite.d the. n.zpofvU oi Stma/it E. Hotdzn,
T/iz(Uun.eJi, Rn-tcJ-nct o^ Hcwexhttt CofineJi, and jjound
thm to bt aoM-Zct.
J(Wie4 H. BoJibeJi, Audtton.
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PnECJNCT or mVERHT LL CQWEK
FROPOSEV EUVGET - ?979
Budget ai ^abmctte.d ^on. tkz coniA-dsACLtton o^ tke.
votzAA {jOK the. yzaji 1979:
WATER VEVmimUT:







hvLuixLYi tUeZl Mote. 1,000..00
JntoAe^t on WoJUi Uote. 200..00
WateA Testing 150..00
CktoAlnatoA 1,500..00
Total. Expen^QJi J 9,100
.
.00
CoAh on Hand - 1/1/79 ^h 200,.00
Anticipated WateA Kenti K SOO,.00
Total Caih Available $ 9,700..00
FIRE, LIGHT ANV COmON VEFAFTUENT:















































Total Caih Available $8,300.00
To be Aolied by Taxation ^OA FlAe, Light
and Commons.
SeJMage FacxZitle6 Flan





ANNUAL REPORT ORGANIZATION OF HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL BOARD
of the
Charles A. Wood, Chairperson Term Expires 1980
Archie Steenburgh, Vice Chairperson Term Expires 1981
Victor A Roy Term Expires 1979
C. Thomas Chase Term Expires 1981
Peter Kimball Term Expires 1979
Alan Page Term Expires 1980





HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK










July 1, 1977 - June 30, 1978
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Norman H. Mullen





James R. Morrill Elementary School
George C. McKelvey, Supervising Principal
Dedrick Garner, Grade 6
Joan Sirlin, Grade 5
Regis Marie Roy, Grade 4
Rosamond Bailey, Grade 3
Karolee Haupt, Grade 2
Lois Henson, Grade 1
Janet Chapell, Grade 1
Regina Butson, Kindergarten
Richard Schulenberg, Special Education
Karen Miles, Physical Education
Judith Morin, Teacher Aide
Helen Rogers, Secretary
Woodsville Elementary School
George C. McKelvey, Supervising Principal
Beverly Shaw, Grade 6
Thomas Allen, Grade 5
Pauline Davis, Grade 4
Leslie Garner, Grade 3
Geneva Jones, Grade 2
Margaret Kleinfelder. Grade 1
Mary Anne Robinson, Grade 1
Susan Rahne, Kindergarten
Richard Schulenberg, Special Education
Karen Miles, Physical Education
Jean Roy, Teacher Aide
Louise Allen, Teacher Aide
Haverhill Academy Junior High
Howard W. Evans, Principal
Mary McKelvey, Science
Carita Aarnio, Enclish 7
Barbara Uresky, English 8
Lloyd Steeves, Math
Kent Riach, Social Studies
Wayne Dean, Science/Social Studies/Phys. Ed.
Jo Ann Winn, Home Economics/Social Studies
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John Mitchell, Industrial Arts/Math/Science
Phyllis McKenna, Special Education
Mildred Miller, Library Aide
Sandra Ayer, Teacher Aide
Jacquelyn Estes, Secretary
Woodsville High School
Donald R. Evans, Principal
Timothy Whalen, Guidance, Grades 7-12
Marion Mullen, Librarian
Lynda Bascom, Social Studies
David Robinson, Social Studies










Robert Hatch, Business Education
Katherine Hatch, Business Education
John Bagonzi, Athletic Director/Science
Michael Ackerman, Physical Education, Grades 7-12
Dianne Lutz, Physical Education, Grades 7-12
Susan Hehre, Foreign Language
Faith Day, Foreign Language
Meryle Taylor, Home Economics
Donald Dempsey, Industrial Arts
Leo Desrochers, Building Trades
Martin Gabel, Vocational Agriculture
Maxine Deluty, Special Education
William Hall, Driver Education
Dale Feid, Art, Grades 1-12
Edith Anne Emery, Choral Music, Grades 1-12
Rajrmond Craigie, Instrumental Music, Grades 1-12
Carole V. Griffin, Secretary
School Nurse
Muriel LaMott, R. N.








NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
In accordance with R.S.A. 195:12, Notice is hereby
given that a Public Hearing of the Preliminary Budget
for the Haverhill Cooperative School District, for
the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1980, will be held
at the James R. Morrill Elementary School, North
Haverhill, New Hampshire on Thursday, February 22,
1979 at 7:30 P.M.
Charles A. Wood, Chairperson




Budget information for the Haverhill Cooperative
School District may be picked up at the following
locations after Thursday, February 15, 1979:
Country Gas , Haverhill
Pike Station Store, Pike
Aldrich General Store, No. Haverhill
Mann's Drug Store, Woodsville
Office of Superintendent of Schools,
Municipal Building, Woodsville
Notice of Time Limit for Filing Candidacies for
School Board Member and Moderator of the
Haverhill Cooperative School District
The undersigned Clerk of this School District here-
with gives notice of the time limit for filing decla-
rations of candidacy from this School District for
election to the office of School Board Member and
Moderator of the Haverhill Cooperative School District.
The election will occur during the Annual Meeting
called to convene at the James R. Morrill Elementary
School, North Haverhill, New Hampshire, on March 27,
1979 at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon and to close not
earlier than 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon, and will
be conducted under the non-partisan ballot law, each
pre-existing district voting separately.
The School District is entitled to elect the
following at that time:
1 Moderator, for term expiring in 1980
1 School Board Member from the pre-existing
district of Haverhill for term expiring in 1982
1 School Board Member from the pre-existing
district of Woodsville for term expiring in 1982
Written declarations of candidacy must be filed
with the undersigned prior to 5:00 o'clock on
February 24, 1979 in order for the name of the candi-
date to appear on the ballot. Forms may be obtained
from the undersigned Clerk. Filing fee is $1.00
No person may file a declaration of candidacy for
more than one position on the School Board to be
elected at such election. Any qualified voter of this
School District is elegible to file with the undersigned.
Absentee ballots may be applied for after February
24, 1979.
Mary Ashley




MINUTES - 1978 MEETING
James R. Morrill Elementary School
North Haverhill, N. H. , March 2, 1978
Peter Kimball 1979 Victor Roy 1979
Alan Page 1980 Charles A. Wood 1980
Archie Steenburgh 1981 C. Thomas Chase 1981
Member-at-Large, James Walker, Jr. 1980
Pursuant to the warrant, the meeting convened
at the gymnasium of the James R. Morrill Elementary
School, North Haverhill, New Hampshire on the second
day of March, 1978, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
The meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, Mr. Richard Rutherford, who read the
warrant and the affidavit of posting.
The Moderator asked the School Board Member
to please inspect the Ballot Box. It was found
empty by Board Member, Charles A. Wood. The Box
was closed and subsequently locked by the Moderator
who declared the Balloting open.
At seven o'clock the Moderator asked: "Have
all qualified voters voted, who wish?" "No!"
answered Archie Steenburgh and Paul LaMott who were
then allowed to vote. "Now have all qualified
voters voted who wish?" asked the Moderator. There
being no reply, he continued: "I declare the ballot
closed." The Moderator asked the School Board
Members not running this year to count the ballots.
They proceeded to do so.
At seven-thirty o'clock the Moderator called
the meeting to order. He said that he had official-
ly read the warrant in the morning, at the opening
of the meeting at ten o'clock.
ARTICLE ONE. To choose by non-partisan ballot
a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Results of thie voting. Votes cast by
Woodsville: 88 (number necessary for choice 45)
.
Richard Rutherford 81, Frank Steigler 6, Roger Wells
1. Votes cast by Haverhill : 39 (number necessary
for choice 21) . Richard Rutherford having more than
a majority of votes cast was declared elected Moder-
ator for the ensuing year and was sworn in by Mr
.
Wood.
ARTICLE TWO. To choose by non-partisan ballot,
two members of the School Board, one from the pre-
existing Haverhill School District for a term of
three years, and one from the pre-existing
Woodsville School District for a term of three years.
Votes cast by Woodsville : 88 (necessary for choice
45). Thomas Chase 53, Stephen Elliot 35. Votes
cast by Haverhill: 39 (necessary for choice 21) .
Archie Steenburgh 37, Thomas Chase 1, Stephen
Elliot 1. C. Thomas Chase and Archie Steenburgh
having been duly elected, were sworn in by the
Moderator, Richard Rutherford.
ARTICLE THREE. To hear reports of the School
Board, Treasurer, and the Superintendent of Schools
and to pass any vote relating thereto.
Mr. Wood explained that because of an unforseen
breakdown of the Littleton Courier where the Town
Reports, which included the reports of the School
Board, Treasurer, and the Superintendent of Schools,
were being printed, they were unable to obtain them
until just before the meeting. (They were passed
out only a few minutes before the meeting began.)
Mr. LaMott moved that the meeting be recessed
until 7:30, March 7, 1978. Seconded by Mr. Roy.
The Moderator asked if there were any questions.
Mr. Ayer, Town Manager said that it was no fault of
the Town Officers that the reports were not out on
time, and thought that with the books in their hands
they might get on with the business of the evening.
Mr. LaMott said that he was sure that other people
as well as himself would like a chance to review the
reports and humbly urged the people to vote them a
chance to do so. Mr. Klark said that the only reason
he would like a recessed meeting was because it was
not advertised in any public place. Mr. Wood replied
that it had been properly warranted, put in papers
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two successive weeks and had been advertised on the
local radio throughout the day. Moderator Rutherford
said: "THIS IS A LEGAL MEETING!" Put to the vote,
from the floor the vocal replies of Ayes and Nos were
Indecisive as proclaimed by the Moderator who said
that It was necessary to take a standing vote to
decide. This standing vote found those In favor of
recessing was 42, opposed 26. The meeting was re-
cessed until March 7, at 7:30 o'clock In the evening.
At seven-thirty o'clock on the evening of
March 7, 1978, the legally recessed meeting of March
2, 1978, of the Haverhill Cooperative School District
was called to order by the Moderator, Mr. Richard
Rutherford. He said that reconvening from the re-
cessed meeting we had legally completed Articles One
and Two and were ready to proceed again with Article
Three.
Mr. Wood asked the people to turn to page 98
of the Town Report as two figures for the Senior High
and Junior High School needed to be reversed. Sever-
al comments were made comparing some of the figures
with those of last years. Mr. LaMott made the motion
that the reports with the corrections made by Mr.
Wood be accepted as printed In the report. This was
seconded by Robert Foote. The motion carried unani-
mously.
ARTICLE FOUR. To see if the District will
authorize the School Board to make application for
and to receive in the name of the District such ad-
vances, grants-in-aid or other funds for education-
al purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcoming
from the United States Governmant, the State of New
Hampshire, or any other federal, state or private
source. Mr. LaMott made the motion that we so
authorize the School Board. Seconded by several
voices including Mr. Footes, the motion carried
unanimously.
ARTICLE FIVE. To see if the District will vote
to authorize the application of any unanticipated
incoine to expenses. "I need a motion" said the
Moderator after a moment of silence since the read-
ing of the article. Mrs. Smith responded with the
motion that the District vote to authorize the
application of any unanticipated Income to expenses.
Seconded by Paul LaMott the motion carried unani-
mously.
ARTICLE SIX. To see what sum of money the
District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School
District Officials and agents and for the payment of
statutory obligations of said District and to author-
ize the application against said appropriations of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the
State Foundation Aid and Building Aid Funds together
with other Income; the School Board to certify to
the Selectmen the balance between the estimated reve-
nue and appropriations, in accordance with the formu-
la adopted by the Haverhill Cooperative School
District; and the School Board further to certify to
the Selectmen the amount to be raised by taxation by
each of the two pre-existing school districts.
Mr. Wood said: "I move that the District vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of schools,
for the salaries of School District Officials and
Agents, and for the pajrment of statutory obligations
of said District, the sum of $1,190,119.21 and to
authorize the application against said appropriations
as are estimated to be received from the State
Foundation Aid and Building Aid Funds together with
other Income; the School Board to certify to the
Selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue
and appropriation, which balance is to be raised by
taxes by the pre-existing districts In accordance
with the formula adopted by the Haverhill Cooperative
School District; the School Board further to certify
to the Selectmen the amount to be raised by taxation
by each of the two pre-existing school districts."
The motion was seconded by James Walker. "Is there
any discussion?" asked the Moderator.
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Mrs. Poloquin said that since she had made
such a fuss over the budget last year at the pre-
liminary hearing that she would like to compliment
the School Board on doing one this year that was
much superior. . .but, she still had some questions.
She said that on Page 102, people would like to know
about the income estimated year by year. She said:
"Take the estimated tuition for 1978 and 1979. How
much did you get for 1978? How much for 1976 and
1977?" Mr. Wood answered with: "We are not through
the year 1978 yet. We don't have any other figures
here with us." Mr. LaMott spoke up and said: Look
on Page 104." "I'm a lousy budgeteer", said Mrs.
Poloquin. Superintendent Mullen took over. He said
that from memory, they received a certain amount such
as $30,000 for 1975 and 76. The year 1976 and 77
they had a balance of $33,000. Extra money received,
$27,000 coming in at the end of the year, was used
for added costs in utilities and heat; also contracted
services. He said we started this year with a $7,000
deficit. Previous year, approximately $12,000. laid
on but not accepted by the State Coimnissioner . Mrs.
Poloquin asked: "Why can't you show figures in a
third column?" Supt. Mullen tried to explain about
estimating the tuition of outside students etc, Mrs.
Poloquin inquired: "If you are underestimating the
students, are you underestimating all the other
items?" Supt. Mullen patiently explained how you
estimate what you expect from Federal Aid and other
revenues and sometimes get a certain % of what is
estimated and sometimes not anything. Mrs. Poloquin
had a 1976 year book she showed Supt. Mullen. She
read figures concerning assets, expenditures and
accounts due etc. She said: "I can't dispute the
figures, but I can't understand them. Can't you make
them over so they can be understood?" Supt. Mullen
asked Mrs. Anderson (District Treasurer) if she would
like to discuss the report as sent to Concord. She
refused. With a final word Mrs. Poloquin said that
she didn't think it a sound practice to underestimate
the income
.
Mr. Evans (Principal of W.H.S.) was asked to
comment on the Math situation at Woodsville High
School. Mr. Evans said that after much discussion,
conferences, etc. that it was felt that one Math
position could be eliminated without moderating the
program. He said they were offering calculus.
Algebra and College Preparatory, using other person-
nel on the staff such as a Science teacher to help,
as he was a professional and experienced teacher.
He said there would be a slight modification. An
unidentified person asked: "What would this entail?"
Mr. Evans said that by altering the Science Program
a little, by doing away with Advanced Chemistry or
Advanced Science. There would be no great change in
the curriculum.
Mr. Mullen said not to belabor the point on
Mathematics. He spoke of the number of children en-
rolled and expansion; that there wasn't a great demand
for Math; more students are taking the non-college
preparatory courses; that small classes were fine
that we have to tighten belts; that we don't want to
ruin any system but all things have to balance. We
can't have only 3,4 or 5 pupils in one class. He
said that there had been 3 students in general Math
and 6 students in College Prep. The two had merged
and no one suffered. One lady said that she would
like to go on record as being a dedicated teacher and
she did not think it right to create extra stress on
other teachers. Supt. Mullen said that there would
be no extra stress on the teachers. He said that we
will not have as many Math classes as before. . A
teacher would have 5 classes a day; 60-80 pupils per
day. He said that was not a bad load. Stress? Not
as much as one thinks, he said. "How can we judge
that?" asked Mr. Redman. "Let it work out" replied
Supt. Mullen. "Come in and see for yourself."
Mr. Foote said that he had lived in town for
thirteen years. Two of these he spent on the District
School Board. He said that his daughter had received
a very good education in this District. He wished to
thank the people, Supt. Mullen, Ass't. Supt. Haskins
and the teachers. He ended by saying of the District:
"I think it's GREAT!"
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Mr. Wood said that he had received a letter
from the Department of Education stating that we
would receive $53,447.44 in Foundation Aid. He said
that taxes will be reduced by this amount.
Mr. Smith asked why the Building Trades were
not included in this program. Supt. Mullen replied
that there were not enough participants. "What
happens to the Instructor?", asked Mr. Smith.
"Riffed" replied Supt. Mullen.
Mrs. Susan Hehre said that she had been think-
ing about it for two years and now she was going to
say it. She said: "Our school has a fine program.
Every child who wanted a job got one and everyone
who wanted to go to College went to College.
The Moderator asked for a vote of the motion
as presented by Mr. Wood. It was unanimously affirma-
tive.
ARTICLE SEVEN. To see if the School District
wished to exclude from it's Social Security plan
services performed by election officials or election
workers for each calendar quarter in which the re-
muneration paid for such services is less than $50.
"What is the reason for this?" asked Mr. Brooks. The
Moderator replied: "So the Bookkeeper won't have to
take out the Social Security on small items. What is
your pleasure?" Mr. Pompian made the motion to ex-
clude from it's Social Security Plan the services
performed by election officials or workers for each
calendar quarter in which the remuneration is less
than $50.00. Seconded by Archie Steenburgh. With
an AYE, NO vote, the motion passed in the Affirmative.
ARTICLE EIGHT. To transact any other business
that may legally come before said meeting.
Mr. LaMott who had been elected Representative
to the General Court said that he had been present at
the hearing on the evaluation of the students of our
schools. He spoke of different bills coming up in
Concord which concerned school affairs. He said it
was difficult to determine our own future when
Concord passed bills increasing our school costs.
One specifially mentioned was a federal law on edu-
cation for the handicapped. He named several other
bills about which we should be deeply concerned. He
said that a decline in enrollment was not going to
mean a decline in costs. He said to think seriously
about the bills coming up and to express our opin-
ions about them to Mr. Mann and himself to show them
which way to vote. Mr. LaMott made a motion humbly
asking the people to recess the meeting until
September 27, to see how things go in Concord, so
that we can take advantage of this knowledge instead
of calling a special meeting. Mr. Foote questioned
the date, September 27. Mr. LaMott said that any
action taken before September 1 would be no resolu-
tion of the problems. He spoke about the penalty
imposed on New Hampshire unemployed, payments made
to Federal Government July 1. He said that none will
be returned to New Hampshire for any reason. He said
every business man, farmer etc. would lose 2.7 to
this law. Mr. Walker asked how this affected the
Teachers' Retirement. Mr. LaMott replied that this
was being studied. Mrs. Smith seconded Mr. LaMott 's
motion to recess the meeting until September 27.
Voted in the affirmative. The meeting was recessed
until September 27.
Signed Mary F. Ashley Clerk
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Haverhill Cooperative School District
A true Copy Attest:
Mary F. Ashley Clerk
Haverhill Cooperative School District
*********************
James R. Morrill Elementary School
North Haverhill, N. H.
September 27, 1978
At seven-thirty o'clock, on the evening of
September 27, 1978, the legally recessed meeting of
the recessed March 2nd meeting on March 7th, of the
Haverhill Cooperative School District, was called to
order by the Moderator, Mr. Richard Rutherford.
The Moderator reiterated the reason for the
meeting and advised that since recent legislation
relative to the tuitioning of handicapped students
has removed the reason for the meeting, he would like
a motion to adjourn the meeting.
Mrs. Smith said that there was a matter they
would like to take up. The Moderator said that if
it was about the propostion in the newspaper, it
would be illegal. "It would not stand up". Mr.
Pompian asked: "Do you mean that the notice in the
newspaper was not legal?" The Moderator replied that
the notice in the newspaper was perfectly legal. But
if the group voted tonight to do it, it would be an
illegal action. He said: "All we're doing tonight is
carrying on the business of the warrant. Under this
article there is very little actual business that can
be done outside of praising someone or finishing what
was started before. That's my interpretation." Mr.
Pompian said that he was not a Parliamentarian, but
if the construction of the article was not defined,
limited or excluding, he couldn't understand why it
was not a legal matter. The Moderator replied that
the assembly can do anything they want, but it would
not be legal! That was his opinion! Mr. Wood,
School Board Member said that it would not be wrong
to discuss it and perhaps they could take a vote and
if any legal action came from it, they could take it
to their attorney. Mr. Pompian said that he needed
to know because they had applied for Federal Funds
for the project. Mrs. Smith asked Mr. Wood if the
attorney had suggested this being taken up tonight.
Mr. Wood not exactly, that it was only in a conver-
sation that he had recommended it. Mr. Mullen,
Superintendent of Schools said: " Couldn't a dis-
cussion take place tonight, than sign a petition to
call a special meeting?" The Moderator said that
the School Board could call a Special Meeting on
receipt of a petition signed by at least ten people.
The meeting would require a special warrant, naming
the new business, proper advertising of the meeting
and give the public whose names were not on the
check list a chance to get on. He said that the
School Board would need at least two weeks to adver-
tise the meeting. Then the business brought up
would be legal.
The Moderator asked again: "Is there any busi-
ness to come before this meeting?" Mr. Wood made
the motion to adjourn. Seconded by Mr. Evans, the
motion carried.
Signed Mary F. Ashley Clerk
Haverhill Cooperative School District
A true Copy Attest
Mary F . Ashley Clerk
Haverhill Cooperative School District
James R. Morrill Elementary School
North Haverhill, New Hampshire
November 8, 1978
Pursuant to the warrant issued by the authority
of the Haverhill Cooperative School Board, the
Special Meeting of the Haverhill Cooperative School
District was convened at the James R. Morrill Elem-
entary School, North Haverhill, N. H. on the eighth
day of November, 1978, at 7:30 o'clock in the after-
noon.
The meeting was called to order by Assistant
Moderator, Mr. Archie Steenburgh, who read the
warrant, the affidavit of posting and a letter of his
appointment as Assistant Moderator by Moderator
Richard Rutherford.
ARTICLE ONE. To see what action the District
will take for leasing of property at the Haverhill
Academy Junior High to the Haverhill Recreation
Association for the purpose of building and maintain-
ing a recreational facility. (By Petition)
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This motion was made by Stuart Pompian. "I move
that the School District Lease the designated proper-
ty at the Haverhill Academy Junior High to the
Haverhill Recreation Association for the purpose of
building and maintaining a recreational facility."
This was seconded by John Mitchell.
Mr. Pompian was given permission by the
Assistant Moderator to make a brief presentation of
the project to the voters. He said that there were
no facilities except for the Common. He spoke about
why this recreational facility was necessary and how
it would be appropriate for the present. He showed
a blue print of the plan for two tennis courts and
1 basketball court; but thought that perhaps they
would fiancially only be able to swing one of each.
He said the tennis court would be fully enclosed and
the basketball court open. Mr. Pompian said that the
fencing arrangements were the biggest cost, say
$10,000 for tennis courts and $5,000 basketball. He
said a local contractor would provide labor and equip-
ment, but the Association would have to pay for the
gravel. When asked by someone how much it would
total in cost, he replied, "about seventeen or
eighteen thousand dollars, depending on cost of
fencing." He said that $3,000 had been donated by
the Lion's Club. Mr. Mitchell asked if additional
funds would be necessary to cover the maintenance?
He said it had been reported that the drainage was
inadequate because of poor soil, etc. Mr. Pompian
assured him that the design of the courts would not
create problems. He said that he hoped the school
would incorperate tennis in their Physical Education
Program. He said that the courts would always be
open to anyone; that there would be no restrictions;
only a few rules guiding the use for adults as well
as children. He said that if the School wanted to
make a contribution, they'll be glad to accept it.
Mr. Evans asked if lights would be installed. Mr.
Pompian spoke about the neighborhood closeness and
thought that the use of it after dark might be annoy-
ing. John Mitchell asked if the maintenance was
assured for a year. The reply was that it should go
four or five years without resealing. Then they
would reseal and paint, costing about 1,000. He said
there were three ways of doing this: 1, private
money donated: 2, School or Precinct appropriate
$200. for five years: 3, possibly do resealing our-
selves. He said that the general collections would
take care of sweeping off, net repairs, etc. John
Mitchell said that if it was a non-profitable organ-
ization care should be taken that it stay that way.
Everett Sawyer asked, "What about toilet facilities?"
Mr. Pompian said that they haven't looked into it yet.
He said that most local courts don't have them. Mr.
Page asked: "Who can use it? How long can they stay
there?" Mr. Pompian said there would be a sign-up
sheet. Court cleared on the hour. Mountain Lakes
uses the sign-up sheet and it works well. He said
it would not be appropriate to use it at night,
that it wouldn't be popular with the neighborhood.
Superintendent Mullen asked: "Should the motion in-
clude that the lease should be recorded by the
Register of Deeds? What about the insurance liabil-
ity?" Mr. Pompian said that it was a question to
look into. The Association has no assets. He said
they could not post a no insurance liability. People
do sue! If it is appropriate to have it, we'll have
to. Mr. Bruckner was concerned should the school be'
come liable? He said the Association should acquire
insurance. Will the School District be exposed to
any risk, he asked? "They should not be held respon
sible for any injuries."
^
Mr. Bruckner amended the motion to read: "I
move that the School Board be authorized to enter
into a lease with the Haverhill Recreation Associa-
tion of the land behind the Junior High School for
the development of recreational facilities on such
terms and conditions as the Board, in its discretion,
believe to be in the best interest of the District."
Seconded by Mr. Page. The motion passed in the af-
firmative.
ARTICLE TWO. To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting. On a motion
by Mr. Smith and duly seconded by Mrs. Smith, the
meeting was adjourned at eight P.M.
MARY F. ASHLEY, CLERK
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SCHOOL WARRANT
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
To the Inhabitants of the Hp.verMll Cooperative
School District qualified to vote in the Haverhill
Cooperative School District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James R.
Morrill Elementary School Gymnasium, North Haverhill,
New Hampshire on the 27th day of March, 1979, polls to
be open for the election of District Officers at 10:00
o'clock in the forenoon and to close not earlier than
7:00 o'clock in the afternoon, with action on the
remaining articles in this warrant to be taken
commencing at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon.
ARTICLE 1. To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a
Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To choose, by non-partisan ballot, two
members of the School Board, one from the pre-existing
Haverhill School District for a term of three years,
and one from the pre-existing Woodsville School
District for a term of three years.
ARTICLE 3. To hear reports of the School Board,
Treasurer and the Superintendent of Schools and to
pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the District will authorize
the School Board to make application for and to re-
ceive in the name of the District, such advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for educational purposes
as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the
United States Government, the State of New Hampshire,
or any other federal, state or private source.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the application of any unanticipated income
to expenses.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the School District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for
the construction of public tennis courts on property
owned by the District; to authorize the School Board
to accept and expend donated funds from the Haverhill
Recreation Association in the amount of $12,500.00,
and also to apply for, accept and expend $12,500.00
in federal matching funds from the Land and Water
Conservation Fund. No district monies will be expend-
ed during the construction phase of this project.
ARTICLE 7. To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the salaries of School District Officials
and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations
of said District and to authorize the application
against said appropriation of such sums as are estimated
to be received from the State Foundation Aid and Building
Aid Funds together with other Income; the School Board
to certify to the Selectmen the balance between the
estimated revenue and appropriations, in accordance
with the formula adopted by the Haverhill Cooperative
School District; and the School Board further to certify
to the Selectmen the amount to be raised by taxation by
each of the two pre-existing school districts.
ARTICLE 8. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.










C . Thomas Chase
Alan Page
James H. Walker, Jr.
C. Thomas Chase
Alan Page
James H. Walker, Jr.
(This
until
is a temporary Warrant.
March 10, 1979.)
Articles may be added
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210 Salaries for Instruction, Elem.
Salaries for Instruction, Jr. High








230 Teaching Supplies, Elem.
Teaching Supplies, Jr. High
Teaching Supplies, Sr. High
235 Contracted Services, Elem.
Contracted Services, Jr. High
Contracted Services, Sr. High
290 Other Expenses, Elem.
Other Expenses, Jr. High
Other Expenses, Sr. High
300 ATTENDANCE SERVICES
390 Other Expenses for Attendance, Elem.
Other Expenses for Attendance, Jr. High
Other Expenses for Attendance, Sr. High
400 HEALTH SERVICES
490 Other Expenses for Health Services, Elem.
Other Expenses for Health Services, Jr. High






























535 Contracted Services, Elem. 15,475.33 15,834.00
Contracted Services, Jr. High 20,116.67 18,633.00
Contracted Services, Sr. High 18,718.00 19,233.00
600 OPERATION OF PLANT
610 Salaries of Custodians, Elem. 17,904.00 19,119.00
Salary of Custodian, Jr. High 8,640.00 9,005.00
Salaries of Custodians, Sr. High 18,944.00 20,064.00
630 Custodial Supplies, Elem. 3,100.00 3,000.00
Custodial Supplies, Jr. High 1,100.00 1,500.00
Custodial Supplies, Sr. High 3,300.00 3,500.00
635 Contracted Services, Elem. 900.00 1,000.00
Contracted Services, Jr. High 900.00 1,000.00
Contracted Services, Sr. High 900.00 1,000.00
640 Heat for Buildings, Elem. 20,800.00 20,867.00
Heat for Buildings, Jr. High 9,200.00 7,705.00
Heat for Buildings, Sr. High 10,000.00 16,428.00
645 Utilities, Except Heat, Elem. 9,418.00 14,557.00
Utilities, Except Heat, Jr. High 5,993.00 5,375.00
Utilities, Except Heat, Sr. High 13,128.00 11,461.00
700 MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
725 Replacement of Equipment, Elem. 419.00 388.00
Replacement of Equipment, Jr. High 289.00 520.00
Replacement of Equipment, Sr. High 4,458.00 9,344.00
726 Repairs to Equipment, Elem. 400.00 400.00
Repairs to Equipment, Jr. High 800.00 800.00
Repairs to Equipment, Sr. High 849.00 1,000.00
735 Contracted Services, Elem. 3,225.00 2,825.00
Contracted Services, Jr. High 2,700.00 2,400.00
Contracted Services, Sr. High 5,405.00 7,202.00
766 Repairs to Buildings, Elem. 1,800.00 3,495.00
Repairs to Buildings, Jr. High 800.00 500.00
Repairs to Buildings, Sr. High 2,000.00 2,800.00
800 FIXED CHARGES
*850 District Contribution to:
.1 Custodians' Retirement 1,519.00 1,580.00
.2 Teachers' Retirement 20,601.00 21,552.00
.3 F. I. C. A. 43,231.00 47,897.00
855 Insurance, Elem. 15,923.00 21,125.00
Insurance, Jr. High 6,532.00 7,800.00
Insurance, Sr. High 13,183.00 16,632.00
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900 SCHOOL LUNCH & SPECIAL MILK PROGRAM
975.1 Federal Monies, Elem.
Federal Monies, Jr. High
Federal Monies, Sr. High
1000 STUDENT BODY ACTIVITIES
1075 Other Expenses, Elem.
Other Expenses, Jr. High






1370 Principal of Debt, Elem.
Principal of Debt, Jr. High
Principal of Debt, Sr. High
1371 Interest on Debt, Elem.
Interest on Debt, Jr. High
Interest on Debt, Sr. High
1390 Other Debt Service, Elem.
Other Debt Service, Jr. High
Other Debt Service, Sr. High
1400 OUTGOING TRANSFER ACCOUNTS
1477.1 Tuition, In-State






Contingency Fund, Jr. High





















































*The starred items are required by law to be raised as determined by the proper authorities. The district deter-
mines the salaries of the district officers. The Supervisory Union Board decides the legal share of the Super-
intendent's salary and other Union Expenses. The Supervisory Union's share of the Superintendent's salary for























10 REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
11 Taxes from School District Levies
.11 Current Appropriation
19 Other Revenue from Local Sources
.1 Earnings from Permanent Funds & Endowments
Trust Fund Income
. 3 Rent
. 9 Other Revenue
Athletic Income
30 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
31 Foundation Aid
32 School Building Aid
34 Driver Education
36 Sweepstakes
39 Other: Coop. Incentive Aid
Business Profits
Foster Children Aid
40 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
45 School Lunch & Special Milk Program




TOTAL RECEIPTS $1,190,119.21 $1,299,862.00
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Financial Report of the Haverhill Cooperative School District for the Fiscal Year Beginning
July 1, 1977 and Ending June 30, 1978
RECEIPTS
10 REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Taxation and Appropriations Received
Taxes Received from School District Levies
11.11 Current Appropriation $755.144.74
TOTAL
12 Tuition from Patrons
.10 Elementary, Regular School Year, Current Year 1,255.54
$755,144.74
TOTAL
19 Other Revenue from Local Sources
.10 Earnings from Permanent Funds and Endowments
. 30 Rent






30 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
32 School Building Aid
34 Driver Education Aid
36 Sweepstakes
37 Incentive Aid
39.20 School Lunch (State Funds Only)









40 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
42 Vocational Education
43 National Forest Reserve







80 AMOUNTS RECEIVED FROM OTHER SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN STATE
81.10 Elementary Tuition
81.20 Approved Junior High Tuition
81.30 High School Tuition
TOTAL
TOTAL NET RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
CASH ON HAND AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, July 1, 1977
2001 General Fund
TOTAL









STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Name of Building or Project









Outstanding at Beginning of Year $22,000.00
Issued During Year 0.00
Total $22,000.00
Payments of Principal of Debt 15,000.00
Notes and Bonds Outstanding at
































.1 District Officers 3,930.00 1,729.25 668.09 1,532.66
135 Contracted Services 1,912.50 864.45 316.51 731.54
190 Other Expenses
.1 District Officers 2,866.47 1,216.36 483.90 1,166.21
200 INSTRUCTION
210 Salaries
.1 Principals 50,619.24 15,300.00 14,800.00 20,519.24
. 3 Teachers 561,976.08 183,284.58 102,312.70 276,378.80
.4 Other Instructional Staff 21,398.50 8,535.00 4,160.75 8,702.75
.5 Secretaries 8,566.44 3,540.00 5,026.44
215 Textbooks 5,445.01 1,292.86 902.61 3,249.54
220 School Libraries & AV Materials 7,584.04 956.72 1,979.13 4,648.19
230 Teaching Supplies 29,210.90 9,033.76 5,047.92 15,129.22
235 Contracted Services 2,106.50 216.46 84.62 1,803.42
290 Other Expenses 5,067.30 731.75 635.18 3,700.37
300 ATTENDANCE SERVICES
390 Other Expenses 60.00 35.00 25.00
400 HEALTH SERVICES
490 Other Expenses 2,398.63 1,000.16 182.92 1,215.55
500 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
535 Contracted SErvices 51,847.99 14,351.40 14,483.50 22,013.09
600 OPERATION OF PLANT
610 Salaries 41,794.32 15,139.07 7,699.45 18,955.80
630 Supplies, Except Utilities 8,026.45 2,810.13 1,764.42 3,451.90
635 Contracted SErvices 2,340.09 909.00 565.28 865.81
640 Heat for Buildings 36,049.53 17,706.06 7,695.99 10,647.48
645 Utilities, Except Heat 26,722.79 9,939.51 5,014.37 11,768.91
690 Other Expenses 396.13 17.84 13.57 364.72
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700 MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
725 Replacement of Equipment
726 Repairs to Equipment
735 Contracted Services










.1 State Employees' Retirement 868.44
.2 Teachers' Retirement 13,630.75
. 3 Federal Insurance Contribution
Act (F.I.C.A.) 41,308.98
Insurance 23,556.42
900 SCHOOL LUNCH & SPECIAL MILK PROGRAM
910 Salaries
975 Expenditures & Transfers of Monies
127.20
. 1 Federal Monies
.2 District Monies
. 3 State Monies
1000 STUDENT-BODY ACTIVITIES




1300 DEBT SERVICE FROM CURRENT MONIES
1370 Principal of Debt
1371 Interest on Debt
1390 Other Debt Service










1477 Expenditures to Other School
Districts or Administrative
Units in the State
.1 Tuition 2,470.00
. 3 District Share of Super-












































1478 Expenditures to School
Districts in Another State
.1 Tuition 2,218.13 1,097.73 1,120.40
.2 Transportation 19.50 19.50
1479 Expenditures to Other
than Public Schools
.1 Tuition 2,480.20 310.20 2,170.00
TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES
FOR ALL PURPOSES $1,135,451.93 $350,940.44 $205,602.01 $492,655.29 $86,254.19
CASH ON HAND AT END OF YEAR
June 30, 1978
3001 General Fund 62,737.65
GRAND TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES $1,198,189.58
EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NET (ACTUAL)
EXPENDITURES AND GROSS TRANSACTIONS
A. RECEIPTS
Total Net Receipts Plus Cash on Hand July 1, 1977 $1,198,189.58
Receipts Recorded under Item 60 7,150.60
TOTAL GROSS RECEIPTS . $1,205,340.18
B. EXPENDITURES
Total Net Expenditures Plus Cash on Hand June 30, 1978 $1,198,189.58
Expenditures Reduced by Receipts Recorded in Item 60 7,150.60
TOTAL GROSS EXPENDITURES $1,205,340.18
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BALANCE SHEET - JUNE 30, 1978
ASSETS
Cash on Hand June 30, 1978
General Fund $62 ,737,.65







Benton School District 1 ,600.,24
TOTAL ASSETS 67,458.42
Net Debt (Excess of Liabilities
Over Assets) 347,915.92
LIABILITIES









Notes and Bonds Outstanding
TOTAL LIABILITIES
















REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978
Haverhill Cooperative School District
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1977 $ 67,943.21
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation $755,14A.74
Revenue from State Sources 117,455.62
Revenue from Federal Sources 32,490.08
August 4, 1978
Received from Tuitions







LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID








August 2, 1978 E. I. Anderson
District Treasurer
AUDITORS REPORT
We certify that we have examined the accounts
of the Treasurer of the Haverhill Cooperative School
District for the year ending June 30, 1978 and find
them correct and showing a balance of $62,737.65.
The Woodsville Elementary School Bonds 226
through 240 and all coupons were paid and destroyed
except coupons of Nov. '72, '73, '74, '75, '76, '77
and May '73, '74, '75, '76, '77, '78 #241. This
makes twelve #241 coupons outstanding and there is a
balance of $222.00 on deposit in the National
Shawmut Bank of Boston to pay these coupons when
presented.
The Haverhill Cooperative Bonds 27 through 29
($5,000.00 Bonds) of 6.20% issue and all coupons
were paid and destroyed.
The Haverhill Cooperative Bonds 15 and 16
($5,000.00 Bonds) of the 6.10% issue and coupons
were paid and destroyed.
We also certify that we have examined the
accounts of the Treasurer of the Haverhill Coopera-




Auditors of the Haverhill
Cooperative School District
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the Haverhill
Cooperative School District:
I submit, herewith, my fourteenth annual report
as Superintendent of Schools.
1977-1978












Number of Pupils neither absent nor tardy:






ROLL OF HONOR FOR PERFECT ATTENDANCE FOR FULL YEAR























366. 9 Richard Palmer
158. 8 John Pike
318.
Grade 3
94. 6 Michele Harris









































































































































REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I herewith submit my fourteenth annual report to
the voters of the Haverhill Cooperative School District.
Last year's report dealt primarily with two major
areas of concern facing Haverhill Cooperative voters,
the New Hampshire Accountability Plan and the formal
implementation of the Handicap Law, P.L. 9A-142.
These programs are not now on the horizon, but are a
very distinct part of our educational program.
First, The New Hampshire Accountability Program
is in its infancy with a proposal from each supervi-
sory union or school district due in Concord by March
31, 1979. A proposal has been written and submitted
to each school board for board action prior to the
deadline date.
In this plan, we have projected a time frame of
two years to comply with the implementation of the
proposal. Some of the major challenges to everyone
concerned with education vis-a-vis accountability will
be:
° How to assure that hard policy decisions do
not result in soft implementation.
° How to motivate students to meet the minimum
standards.
° Communicating to parents, citizens, teachers
and other staff members that the minimums are
meant as a floor.
° How to remain patient, rather than abandon the
movement because it does not solve the problems
in two or three years
.
° How to make sure the skills tested are imbedded
in the curriculum but, at the same time, making
sure they do not become the only curriculum.
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° How to enable our school system to make the
changes required of them, given present fiscal
constraints, the sharp division between elemen-
tary and secondary philosophies and programs,
and the need for extensive teacher training if
all are to be required and responsible for
teaching basic skills.
° How to accommodate handicapped students in the
scheme of things to be provided. Advice is
needed, for example, on how to establish com-
petencies for handicapped students that can be
incorporated in federally mandated individual-
ized educational plans.
^ Making school boards, administrators and teach-
ers aware of possible legal challenges. One
possible challenge is a charge of discrimina-
tion if the minimum competency tests measure
knowledge or skills which were never taught in
our school. Another could be the charge that
minimum competency tests were not given an
adequate phase-in period. There are a myriad
of other problems associated with this program
that will arise.
The greatest challenge we will all face is where
do we draw the line in granting a high school diploma?
Prior to confronting this dilemma we must make special
efforts in the primary grades to teach all children
the basics. It will not be easy, but we must proceed
cautiously and prudently in providing children the
opportunity to learn by changing our teaching method-
ology where past methods have not been successful.
In doing so, we will provide a guide to the clients
of education that those who cannot or will not learn
shall not be granted a diploma.
The special session of the New Hampshire General
Court in the Spring of 1978 changed the funding re-
quirements for school districts under P.L. 94-142.
All school districts are obligated to pay double the
state average per pupil cost for any out-of-district
placement. Before any child is assigned to another
school in another district we must obtain the approval
of the New Hampshire Department of Education, since
they must pick up the difference between twice the
state average and the total cost. There are many other
variations to the guidelines and law; consequently, we
are all attempting to streamline the operations.
Another area of concern which most people do not
wish to recognize or simply will not pay adequate at-
tention to is the use of energy . If the situation
continues to deteriorate, and we are faced with ra-
tioning of gasoline and heating fuel, brownouts and
other conservation possibilities; we must prepare for
certain eventualities within the school district.
Some of these possibilities are:
(1) Reorganization of our school calendar :
We must recognize that we cannot continue
our same life-style as in the past. Our
schools will have to start earlier and end
later with extended vaction time during the
winter months. This has been and will be a
very difficult concept for the general public
to accept, but we must face the facts of
life.
Academy Corporation for their contribution of trust
funds to the high school academic program. Through
their generosity we have been able to enrich our pro-
gram by offering the Putney Reading Program for appro-
ximately forty high school students; field trips; as-
semblies; school newspaper, etc. The impact of these
programs has been positive in every respect and we
look forward to continuing the programs.
May I take this opportunity to express my appre-
ciation and thanks to the Haverhill Cooperative School
Board members, faculty and voters of the district for




(2) Declining Enrollments . Even though it is
generally believed that enrollments will not
decrease, readers should consult the enroll-
ment projection in this report in order to
make up their minds. Taking enrollment sur-
veys into consideration, we may have to
adopt schedules and change our entire con-
cept as to how we can deliver educational
services to our clients. We may be moving
grades from one elementary school to another
in order to equalize class sizes and/or to
accommodate special programs. This type of
action may inconvenience certain segments
of our school population; but, whenever a
decision is made it will be for the greatest
good to the greatest number.
Our appreciation is extended to the Haverhill
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REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS that the report was very favorable.
I
I herewith submit my ninth annual report to the
voters of the Haverhill Cooperative School District.
Our annual Fall Workshop was held on August 30th
at Lin-Wood High School. The main theme of the con-
ference was directed at the following question: How
do we get creative writing back into the curriculum?
This question is a very vital one. In todays class-
room, even with our renewed emphasis on basic instruc-
tion, learners are too often viewed as receivers of
information rather than senders. Most tests are de-
signed to assess the number of facts a child has acc-
umulated rather than his ability to communicate those
facts. Presently a far greater premium is placed on
a student's ability to read and listen than on his
ability to speak and write. These are very serious
considerations given the fact that good vocal and
written expression are essential to the democratic
process. Dr. Thomas Newkirk from the University of
New Hampshire was our workshop consultant. The entire
day was spent in helping teachers in each subject area
and at each grade level to provide a greater variety
of writing experiences for their students.
On April 10-11, 1978 all schools in Supervisory
Union #23 were visited by a Special Education Evalua-
tion Team from the New Hampshire State Department of
Education. The purpose of the evaluation was to det-
ermine whether we are in compliance with state and
federal laws relative to the education of the handi-
capped. Under the format used by the team, approvals
could have ranged from non-approval to approval for
a period up to five years. In a letter from Commis-
sioner Brunelle dated June 9, 1978 we were informed
that Supervisory Union #23 had been awarded a four
year approval. A summary report of the evaluation
teams findings is available in another part of the
School District report under the heading. State Depart-
ment of Education's On-Site Review of Special Education
Programs In Supervisory Union #23 . In general we feel
In November Mr. Doug Brown from the Department of
Education inspected our school buildings with respect
to new federal legislation which requires us to remove
all architectural barriers to handicapped students.
This law applies primarily to students with severe phy-
sical handicaps such as students confined to wheel
chairs, severe visual and hearing impairments, and
heart disease. It is very difficult to determine ex-
actly what our responsibilities will be relative to
this legislation since there is no way to predict the
number of physically handicapped children we may have
to educate or the nature and severity of their handi-
capping conditions. In any case it is reasonable to
assume that some of our long range concerns may include
modification of toilet facilities, extension of hand-
rails at the landings of stairways, visual fire warning
systems and the like. All schools have recently com-
pleted a self evaulation with respect to compliance
with these regulations. We have until September 1,
1980 to assure that there is complete program accessi-
bility for handicapped students.
I would like to direct your attention to the en-
rollment projection printed separately in this report.
This projection averages out our actual enrollment ex-
perience from the school years 1974-75 through the
present school year 1978-79. As in our previous pro-
jections we see a fairly steady drop in enrollments.
This of course is due to the rapidly declining birth
rate and is a reflection of what is taking place nation
wide. Again it appears that our enrollments will be
lower at the Woodsville Elementary School than at the
Morrill although both will decline. The Haverhill
Academy Jr. High shows fairly stable enrollments for
the period projected. This is due partially to the
impact of the tuition students from Bath and Warren
who enter our system in grade 8. Our High School
enrollments, of course, reflect what is happening at
the Elementary and Jr. High levels in showing a down-
ward trend. As I mentioned before, these figures
correspond roughly to what is happening at the state
and national levels. Properly used, this kind of
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information can be very helpful in determing priorites,
funding programs and making staff assignments.
In the area of instruction, both teachers and ad-
ministrators will be working to meet the accountability
deadlines mentioned in Mr. Mullen's report. If our
efforts are successful, we will have compiled a contin-
uum of measurable skills in each subject area and at
each grade level. Together with these we will formulate
competency tests at the end of grades four, eight and
twelve. The results of these tests will provide parents
and the public in general with more precise information
as to how well our children are performing. Also,
these tests will allow teachers to judge a child's
strenghts and weaknesses and to adjust instruction
accordingly.
My sincerest thanks to the School Board, the staff
and everyone connected with the Haverhill Cooperative
School District for their excellent support.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD J. HASKINS
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
****************************
ON-SITE REVIEW OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
IN SUPERVISORY UNION #23
New Hampshire State Department of Education
April 10-11, 1978
INTRODUCTION
The evaluation team would like to thank the staff
of Supervisory Union #23 for their gracious assistance
to the evaluation team during their visit on April
10-11, 1978. The visits of the team required close
scheduling and coordination. The staff persons of the
Supervisory Union were always available to assist in
any way (the evaluation team especially appreciates
the help from Mrs. Shari Stolper). Mrs. Stolper spent
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a great deal of time traveling on behalf of the evalua-
tion team to insure that records were available and to
provide the team with any required clerical assistance.
Supervisory Union #23 is spread over a large
sparcely populated geographical area. Most of the
schools within the Supervisory Union have a small pop-
ulation, making it difficult to provide a wide range
of special education services. The evaluation team
was particularly impressed with the imaginative ways
of which the special education services team of the
Supervisory Union has met this challenge.
SECTION II
Program Commendations
The evaluation team would like to commend: (1)
The school by its assistant superintendent, principal,
and other administrative personnel for their whole-
hearted support given to special education programs
within Supervisory Union #23; (2) The special educa-
tion program staff for their enthusiastic, knowledge-
able, and serious attitudes towards carrying out their
duties; (3) The creative way in which the Supervisory
Union #23 utilizes aides to supplement a variety of
special education services; (4) The prescriptive
teacher for her role in providing quality leadership
to the special education programs throughout Super-
visory Union #23; (5) The comprehensive process called
out for the evaluation of special education students
throughout the Supervisory Union; (6) The manner In
which confidential files were kept up-to-date, com-
plete, and conclusive; (7) The Supervisory Union for
providing released time to professional personnel
each week for carrying out staffings, parent con-
ferences, and related activities; (8) The employment
of certified and qualified special education profes-
sional staff teaching in the areas of specialization;
(9) The adequate funding of special education materials
and equipment as requested by the professional staff;
(10) The smooth and supportive relationship of
professional staff members towards each other; (11)
The high level of parental acceptance of the programs
for special needs children within Supervisory Union
#23; and (12) The future plans of the professional
staff for program development and improvement.
SECTION III
Program Recommendations and Suggestions
Summary Statement . The committee is quite im-
pressed with the manner in which Supervisory Union #23
is attempting to meet the intent of state and federal
regulations pertaining to educational programs for
handicapped children. Such a high quality of service
is only possible when the total administrative team of
a Supervisory Union is working together regarding pro-
gram goals and objectives.
Evaluations of students are recent and to the
point. While the union does not have sophisticated
psychological services available on a universal basis,
funds were readily spent for such services which sim-
pler levels of evaluation did not provide the needed
information. Special education personnel made very
appropriate use of less sophisticated evaluation mater-
ials to create effective evaluation profiles of students.
PUBLIC NOTICE
To the Voters of the Haverhill Cooperative
School District:
Checklist Supervisors (Haverhill Cooperative School
Board Members) will meet as follows:
N.H.
Wednesday, February 28, 1979 - 7:00-9:00 P.M.
Haverhill Academy Junior High School, Haverhill,
Wednesday, March lA, 1979 - 7:00-9:00 P.M.
James R. Morrill Elementary School, N. Haverhill, N.H.
Saturday, March 17, 1979 - 10:00-12:00 A.M.
Office of Superintendent of Schools
Municipal Building, Woodsville, N.H.
For the purpose of correcting the checklists of the
pre-existing Haverhill School District and the pre-







JAMES H. WALKER, JR.
The level of involvement of non-special education
personnel such as school principals and regular class-
room teachers was excellent. Team members did not
sense any isolation of special education personnel
from the rest of the staff of the school.
The Supervisory Union #23 should be proud of its
efforts to meet the needs of special education students.




Note: In order to be able to vote in School District
affairs, you must register for the School Checklist,
even though you may be already listed on the Town
Checklist.
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TO: Superintendent of Schools
Haverhill Cooperative School District
FROM: Principal - Woodsville High School




















































Valedictorian ------------- Roxanne Fullerton
Salutatorian ------------- Allyson Hartzell
Third Honors ------------- Melissa Henson





American Legion Award ------------------- Robert Bagonzi
American Legion Auxiliary Award -------------- Terri Butson
Bausch & Lomb Award -------------------- Roxanne Fullerton
Daughters of the American Revolution Award -------- Terri Butson
Leadership Awards --------------------- Lynnette Holden--------------------- Richard Clough
Lions' Commercial Award ------------------ Lynnette Holden
National Honor Society Scholarship ------------ Regina Demers
Orcutt Achievement Award ----------------- Roxanne Fullerton
Perley N. Klark Awards ------------------ Jennie Carter
Kelly Foote
Progressive Club Scholarships --------------- Regina Demers--------------- Ellen Winchester
Pythian Sisters Scholarship (Warren, N.H.) -------- Debra Bixby
Steven M. Maccini Memorial Award ------------- David Wheeler
S/Sgt. James M. Jackson Award --------------- Richard Clough
Rotary Club Scholarship ------------------ Debra Bixby------------------ Jennie Carter------------------ Ellen Winchester
Monroe's Men's Club Scholarship -------------- Ellen Winchester
John Dexter Locke Award ------------------ Kelly Foote
Kendall F. Beaton Award ------------------ Melissa Henson
Woodsville Nurses' Association Scholarship -------- Jeanne LaVoice
Woodsville Fire Department Scholarship ---------- Elaine Fournier
Veterans of Foreign Wars Award -------------- Richard Clough
Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary Award --------- Elaine Fournier
Teacher's Scholarship ------------------- Paul Lang
Citizens for Scholars Award ---------------- Robert Bagonzi---------------- Regina Demers---------------- Peter Gauthier---------------- Lynnette Holden---------------- Paul Lang---------------- Teresa Paton---------------- Scott Pierson---------------- Ellen Winchester
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Salutatorian Award --------------------- Allyson Hartzell
Valedictorian Award -------------------- Roxanne Fullerton
March of Dimes Scholarship ----------------- Roxanne Fullerton
Principal's Award --------------------- Roxanne Fullerton
Staff changes at Woodsville High School for the 1978-79 school year were:
Mr. Bruce Labs replaced Miss Maxine Deluty in the Special Education, Mr. Herman Laturnau replaced
Mrs. Dale Smith in Mathematics, Mr. Charles Casque replaced Mr. Raymond Craigie in Instrumental
Music, Miss Donelle Belway replaced Mr. Robert Ward in Social Studies, Mr. Durward Mommsen replaced
Mr. Neil Crowell in Science and Miss Karen Gibson replaced Mrs. Faith Day in Foreign Languages.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent of Schools, the
Haverhill Cooperative School Board, the faculty of Woodsville High, the citizens of the Town of Haverhill





HAVERHILL ACADEMY JUNIOR HIGH
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
January 16, 1979
Haverhill Academy Junior High School opened on
September 7, 1977, with an enrollment of 168 (80
eighth graders and 88 seventh graders) , with a few
additions and withdrawals during the year.
There were four teaching staff changes - Miss
Carita Aarnio replaced Miss Carol Brunelle, who
elected not to return but to further her education.
Mrs. Barbara Uresky replaced Mrs. Barbara Krulewitz
who elected not to return from maternity leave. Mr.
Wayne Dean filled the position formerly held by Mr.
Michael Ackerman who transferred to the High School.
Miss JoAnn Winn replaced Miss Marilyn Janiczek who
decided to return to New Jersey to be nearer home.
The curriculum was changed somewhat this year to
give each student more physical training as well as
an intramural program. The intramural program allows
each student to participate in team games during the
school day. Some of our students travel some dis-
tance to school and because of transportation cannot
compete in the regular sports program with other
schools. It worked out fine.
A plastics unit was added to the Industrial Arts
program through a grant from the state. It was well
done by the instructor and students.
The usual athletic programs were carried on with
good results throughout. The prime purpose of ath-
letics at this stage is to learn fundamentals as
thoroughly as possible and to apply the learning in
game situations.
Open house was held for parents and friends in
October with a great deal of interest shown.
During the week before the February vacation, time
is allotted for the Winter Carnival, which is entered
with enthusiasm by most of the students. Through many
events and contests (geared to include those not ath-
letically inclined), a class winner is acknowledged.
The Science Fairs held in the spring are well
done by the students and well received by the public
with open house in the evening for anyone to view the
exhibits.
A number of assemblies were held during the year.
Mr. Cleveland, our Congressman, honored us with his
presence. Mr. Raymond Burton, 1st District Executive
Councilor, visited us most of one day, holding infor-
mal meetings with small groups of students after his
talk to the whole school.
Members of the V.F.W. Post 52A5 and Auxiliary of
North Haverhill visited us on (or near) Veterans Day
and Memorial Day to present programs concerning these
holidays. It is gratifying that these two patriotic
groups offer their time to give the students the true
meaning of these historic days.
The eighth grade left money at the end of the
year for library books and the intramural program.
Also the eighth grade has provided for the flower
garden in front of the Academy Building. It is very
kind of these people to do this.
At our final assembly on June 15, 1978, gradua-
tion was held on the Common and in addition to
diplomas, the following awards were given:
(list attached)
Let me urge you all to visit if you can to check
the daily routine, visit classes and observe our
school in operation.
It is always a privilege for me to have had the
opportunity to serve you and many thanks to you all




HAVERHILL ACADEMY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AWARDS - JUNE 15, 1978
HONORS
:
FIRST HONOR: Lisa Hall
Leslie Strickland
Lisa Strickland
SECOND HONOR: Sandra Morris
Loretta Wright
THIRD HONOR: Stephen Lackie






7th Grade: Tracy Bumford
8th Grade: Lisa Hall
7th Grade: Tracy Bumford
8th Grade: Lisa Hall
7th Grade: Tracy Bumford
8th Grade: Lisa Strickland
ANTHONY WOODBECK MEMORIAL AWARD IN MATH:
Virginia Englert
SOCIAL STUDIES: 7th Grade: Brad Badger
James Bent
8th Grade: Bruce Levasseur
HOME ECONOMICS: 7th Grade: Susan Whalen
8th Grade: Lisa Hall
SHOP: 7th Grade: James Bent






7th Grade: Tracy Bumford
8th Grade: Lisa Hall
Oral Certificate: Cindy Clark












SPECIAL EDUCATION: James Beck
JOHN DEXTER LOCKE AWARD:
Melanie May
MOST IMPROVED: Jeffrey Howard
SPECIAL AWARDS:










REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
To the Superintendent of Schools:
I submit herein my annual report of the Woods-
ville Elementary School for the year ending December
31, 1978.
The school enrollment as of the writing of this
report is 194. This is an increase of 11 pupils over
last year at the same time. The enrollment by grades
is as follows: Kindergarten - 30, Grade 1-27,
Grade 2-29, Grade 3-33, Grade 4-19, Grade 5-32
Grade 6-25.
There have been two changes in the faculty this
year. Mrs. Barbara Uresky, a graduate of Merrimack
College with a Master of Education degree from South-
ern Connecticut University, is teaching Grade 4 and
Mr. Charles Gasque, a graduate of the University of
Maryland is teaching instrumental music.
The school lunch program, under the direction of
Mrs. June Chamberlin, is feeding approximately 135
pupils and teachers each day.
An Open House was held on Tuesday evening October
17, so that parents could visit the school and meet
the teachers. Approximately 80% of the children
were represented by a visiting parent.
The annual testing program was conducted on all
levels in the school. Metropolitan Readiness Tests
were given in the Kindergarten. The complete battery
of the Stanford Achievement Test was given in grades
1-6 and the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test in grades
3 and 6.
sented by the Music Department and were attended by
large audiences.
A series of assembly programs was presented at
the school the past year. These programs included
two folk singers. The World of Percussion, a mime
and song duo, a singing group from the High School,
The North Country Chorus, Smokey the Bear, and a
program on Snowmobile Safety by the Fish and Game
Department.
The Special Education Program involves pupils
who are having difficulty doing the work in the reg-
ular classroom because of learning disabilities.
Several tests are used to pinpoint the learning
difficulties of these youngsters. These include
reading analysis tests, phonics inventory tests,
psycholinguistic tests, achievement and intelligence
tests. A full time aide is working in this program
with the Special Education teacher.
I wish to thank Mr. Mullen, Mr. Haskins, the
School Board and all members of the school staff




Christmas and Spring Music Programs were pre-
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JAMES R. MORRILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
To the Superintendent of Schools:
I submit herein my annual report of the James R.
Morrill Elementary School for the year ending December
31, 1978.
The school enrollment as of the writing of this
report is 211. This is one less than last year at
the same time. The enrollment by grades is as fol-
lows: Kindergarten - 26, Grade 1-31, Grade 2-37,
Grade 3-28, Grade 4-31, Grade 5-26, Grade 6-32.
Grade 2 is split into two sections because of the
large number of pupils.
There have been two changes in the faculty this
year. Miss Winifred Foss, a graduate of Skidmore
College, is teaching grade 3 and Mr. Charles Gasque,
a graduate of the University of Maryland is teaching
instrumental music.
Approximately 155 pupils and teachers are taking
part in the school lunch program. This program is
under the direction of Mrs. Mary Allbee.
An Open House was held on Tuesday evening,
October 24, so that parents could visit the school
and meet the teachers. Approximately 85% of the
children were represented by a visiting parent.
The annual testing program was conducted on all
levels in the school. Metropolitan Readiness tests
were given in the Kindergarten. The complete battery
of the Stanford Achievement Test was given in grades
1-6 and the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test in grades
3 and 6.
Kim Blake and the Phyllis Page Memorial Award to
Kimberly Nedovich.
Christmas and Spring Music Programs were pre-
sented by the Music Department and were attended by
large audiences.
A series of assembly programs was presented at
the school the past year. These programs included
two folk singers, the World of Percussion, a mime
and song duo, a singing group from the High School,
The North Country Chorus, Smokey the Bear, and a
program on Snowmobile Safety by the Fish and Game
Department.
The Special Education Program involves pupils
who are having difficulty doing the work in the reg-
ular classroom because of learning disabilities.
Several tests are used to pinpoint the learning
difficulties of these youngsters. These include
reading analysis tests, phonics inventory tests,
psycholinguistic tests, achievement and intelligence
tests. A full time aide is working in this program
with the Special Education teacher.
1 wish to thank Mr. Mullen, Mr. Haskins, the
School Board and all members of the school staff for




Two awards were presented to sixth graders last
June. The James R. Morrill Award was presented to
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Report of School Nurse
Haverhill Cooperative School District
1977-1978
Number of Pupils Examined 907
Number of School Visits 332









Number of pupils examined by
Drs. Frechette & Lyons 268






























Total number fillings deciduous teeth:
1 Surface 7
2 Surface 1
Total number fillings permanent teeth:
1 Surface 2 Surface
Adaptics 11 1
Amalgm 50 10
Root Canal treatment 1
Root Canal filling 1
X-Ray 1
Eight mornings, 3 hours per morning.
Clinic paid for with Matching Funds - School
District and State.
The Haverhill Memorial VFW Auxiliary donated
forty dollars to help pay for transportation to the
Dental Clinic. Everett Sawyer took one group to the
Dental Clinic each morning. Without transportation,
we would have no clinic and I want to extend to the
VFW Auxiliary and Everett Sawyer my sincere thanks
for helping contribute to the success of this clinic.
The Woodsville Cohase Lions and Lionesses spon-
sored the annual preschool Vision and Hearing Clinic
held October 27, 1977. The Lions Club paid for all
pre-clinic advertising and members of the Lionesses
Club assisted at the clinic. The clinic was well
attended and several defects were found. Children
with defects were referred to their family physicians
for further testing and/or treatment.
I want to thank the Cohase Lions Club for their
generous contributions to our Sight Conservation
Program throughout the year. They pay for eye exam-
inations and glasses when needed.
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Mrs. Stark, Dental Hygienist, from N.H. Division
of Dental Public Health did a dental survey of grade
IV pupils at Woodsville & Morrill Elementary Schools.
She taught the students how to properly brush and
floss their teeth. For seventeen weeks pupils brushed
and flossed their teeth after lunch at school. Fol-
lowing this program, Mrs. Stark returned and did an-
other survey finding much improvement in mouth care.
I want to thank Mrs. Roy and Miss Davis for their
fine cooperation in this program.
In June the van from Portsmouth Rehabilitation
Inc. came to Woodsville Elementary School. Twelve
pupils from the area were given hearing tests by the
Audiologist. The tests were paid for by the Salvation
Army and Title funds. I want to thank our Haverhill
Unit of the Salvation Army for their generous dona-
tion for this program.
















I also want to thank Mrs. Jackie Estes,
Mrs. Carol Griffin and the teachers for their help
with this program. Without their cooperation we
could not have done the job.
I want to thank Mr. Mullen, Mr. Haskins,
Mr. McKelvey, Mr. Howard Evans and Mr. Donald Evans
and all their teachers for their sympathic ears and
cooperation throughout the year.
I want to give special thanks to the various
Service Organizations that give so generously to our
many school Health Programs: Cohase Lions and
Lionesses; The Salvation Army; and VFW Haverhill
Memorial Post and Auxiliary.
This year a major drive was made to bring school
children up to date with their immunizations. In the
fall a survey of all school children was done to find
any that needed further immunizations. After the
survey was completed, permission slips were sent and
school clinics were set up. I believe I have spent
about one half of my time this school year working
on surveys, records and immunization clinics. The
following people donated their time at the clinics:
Dr. David Frechette & his nurse, Mrs. Kinder -
three mornings





who assisted at the clinics.
I also want to thank the parents and pupil for








SUPERINTENDENT'S AND ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY
Section 5, Chapter 243, Laws of 1953 of
the State of New Hampshire requires that
school district annual reports show the
total amount paid to the superintendent
and assistant superintendent.
One hald of the supervisory union expenses
is prorated amoung the several school dis-
tricts of the union on the basis of average
dally membership In the schools for the
previous school year ending June 30. The
Superintendent of Supervisory Union #23,
during the 1978-1979 school year, will re-
ceive a salary of $26,365.00 made up as
follows: $2,500.00 to be paid by the
State Department of Education and
$23,865.00 prorated among the several
school districts. The Assistant Superin-
tendent will receive a salary of $21,700.00
which is made up as follows: $2,500.00 to
be paid by the State Department of Educa-
tion, and $19,200.00 prorated among the
several school districts. Allowance for
travel within the union for the Superin-
tendent is $3,000.00 and for the Assistant






























Bath $ 1,025.28 $ 106.80
Benton 251.52 26.20
Haverhill Cooperative 8,376.96 872,60





The following table shows the proration of
salaries and travel to each school district:
(137)
Woodsville Elementary
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27 Amanda Jane McDonough
January
12 Christine Marie Butson F
24 Michael David Lewis M
26 Amy Lynn Clough F
February
1 Doughlas James Mill M
13 Bradley James Reynolds, Jr. M
20 Ranson Michael Smith M
March
6 Sean Zechariah Kenney M
11 Jeremy James Nelson M
11 Harvest Esther Fadden F
14 Timothy Lee Hobbs M
15 Joshua Michael Hutchins M
17 Lynnette Jean Nystrom F
17 Todd William Aldrich M
18 Allison Kristine Uresky F
22 Hubbel Allen Knapp M
23 Tanya Leigh Guay F
27 Robert Peter MeEwen M
29 Byran Jason Locke M
31 Jaime Ellen Brooks F
April
7 Lisa Lynn Pierson F
10 Christopher John Prescott M
12 Brandon Scott McClintock M
May
6 Christopher Samuel Lyons M
28 Jonathan Peter Abbey M
29 Julie Marie Mace F
June
4 Michael Jason Wyman M
5 Kindra Connie Steeves F
17 Amy Lynn Bruce F
July
3 Brekke Erin Thompson F
15 Elizabeth Kingsbury Frechette F












































































































8 Amy Elizabeth Ebelt
20 Christopher Timothy Wyman
11 Philip T. Alan McDanolds
September
3 Benjamin Leete George
11 Jeremiah Jon Bixby
14 Jared James White
28 Jessica Ann Parker
October
3 Dana Sue Qilliams
5 Beau Edward Norcross
5 Adrienne Anissa Noyes
8 James Rodney Hannett
17 Charles Adam Harris
27 James Michael Laundry
November
3 John Francis Kirby, III
December
11 Darren John Boutin
13 Scott Richard Rutherford
14 Lei a Jean Thompson
F Robert David Ebelt
M Craig Thedore Wyman
M Stuart Alan McDanolds
M Sheldon Ray George
M Timothy Marlen Bixby
M Dean Allen White
F Walter Donale Parker
F Robert Harry Williams
M Edward Francis Norcross
F Spencer Ward Noyes
M Rodney Harold Hannett
M Charles Frederick Harris, Jr.
M Marshall Francis Laundry, Jr.
M John Francis Kirby, Jr.
M Del ton John Boutin
M Robert John Rutherford





































26 Rielly Ann Karsh Neil Sanford Karsh Helen J. White Pike
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HELEN M. SMITH, Town Clerk
(142)
DEATHS
















































Agnes Karpuk 77 F
Charles Wright 80 M
Domenic Arone 68 M
George Boyd 72 M
Viola Holmes 71 F
Evelyn McAllister 69 F
Earl DeRosia 65 M
Minnie Hubbard 87 F
Ethan Hamelin 70 M
Oliver Forcier 73 M
Esther Churchill 95 F
Rose Drew 96 F
Wesley Smith 69 M
Wayland Keysar 63 M
Mildred Smith 75 F
John Millette 84 M
Margaret Day 87 F
Alexander Gibson 76 M
Robert Elliot 49 M
Nina Mitchell 79 F
Zeta Smith 80 F
Grace Hal lock 52 F
Anne Welch 100 F
Louise Stoddard 85 F
Ethel Little 86 F
Bessie Coulter 90 F
Archie Strickland 87 M
Charles Maccini 90 M
Earl Rounds 82 M
Rebecca Wool dredge 96 F



























































Ernest Perkins Grace Titus
Christopher Millette Mary Stanton






























Date of Death Name and Surname
and of Age Sex Occupation Name of Father Maiden Name of Mother
Place of Death The Deceased
September
3 Haverhill Frederick Bettmen 69 M Auditor Fred Bettman Mary O'Neill
October
15 Haverhill Mary Briggs Brown 86 F William Briggs Margaret Degnan
18 Haverhill Leslie E. Bean 82 M Laborer James W. Bean Flora A. Harriman
18 Haverhill Mabel Newcombe 85 F Housewife Walter Riches Rose Jeffreys
24 Haverhill Verdie Boutin 58 F Housewife Elmer Cole Sara A. Bedell
31 Haverhill Joyce Dibble 63 F Home Econ. Reuben Rickabaugh Emaline Harper
November
26 Haverhill Charles Hesseltine 29 M Machinist Russell Hesseltine Mary Smith
26 Hanover Clarence H. Scott 73 M Scaler Thomas Scott Mary Porter
December
27 Haverhill Annie Jolliffe 93 F Housewife Joseph Bui lard Isabel Nelson
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HELEN M. SMITH, Town Clerk
(144)
MARRIAGES
to Residents of Haverhill during 1978
Date of Marriage
and Name of Groom Residence Name of Bride Residence
Place of Marriage
December 1977
30 Haverhill Walter D. Parker Haverhill Juanita G. Paronto Haverhill
January
28 Woodsville Joseph E. Seluke Woodsville Lorraine M. Seluke Woodsville
February
5 No. Haverhill Lloyd M. Hobbs Woodsville Cherly A. Tardiff Woodsville
18 Littleton Brian Millette Pike Patricia J. Hayden Pike
April
1 Woodsville David A. Lackie No. Haverhill Leslie A. Pierson Woodsville
2 Woodsville Ela 0. Shute Woodsville Zerella Bailey Woodsville






Douglas A. Wright Woodsville Lydia L. Jameson Woodsville
Craig T. Wyman No. Haverhill Diane C. Patoine No. Haverhill
Lincoln P. Bronsdon No. Haverhill Alma M. Granger No. Haverhill
10 Woodsville Gregory R. Moore Woodsville Susan B. Sanborn Woodsville
10 Haverhill Norman E. Lamarre Woodsville Velma A Emerson Woodsville
17 Bradford, Vt. Ridler W. Page Haverhill Helen I. Trombley Bradford, Vt.
18 Woodsville Nelson M. Evans Woodsville Bonita J. Thompson Woodsville
26 No. Haverhill Frederick A. Ulery Pike Melanie A. Miller Pike
July
8 Woodsville Irving E. Placey, Jr. Woodsville Norma L. Miller Woodsville
22 Woodsville Douglas E. Henson No. Haverhill Bonnie L. Chase Woodsville
August
12 Fairlee, Vt. Terrance E. Paye, Jr. Pike Pamela J. Hines Fairlee, Vt.
12 St. Johnsbury, Vt. David P. Spooner Woodsville Cynthia J. Glover St. Johnsbury, Vt
19 Woodsville Alfred J. Holden Haverhill Sylvia D. Paton Woodsville
26 Woodsville Russell E. Perkins Keene Pamela R. Hastings Woodsville
September
2 Woodsville Michael F. Murphy Marshfield, Ma. Kathryn M. Lavolce Woodsville
8 No. Haverhill John W. Aldrich No. Haverhill Karen L. Patten No. Haverhill
23 No. Haverhill Charles F. Gillingham, Jr. No. Haverhill Shelia M. Smith No. Haverhill
23 Haverhill David P. Jones Francestown Peggy J. Dellinger No. Haverhill
October
7 Littleton Clarence F. Henderson Woodsville Emma B. Sherwin No. Haverhill











23 Woods vi lie
28 Monroe
Charles Nelson Sackett





















17 Warren Peter D. Maccini Woodsville Lisa M. Ramsay Warren
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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LUt ol Town OiilcQMJi 2
1919 Town WoAAant 3-5
197S Town Meeting UlnatoJi 6-9
J979 BudgeX Commott^z R^po/it lO^U
1978 CompaAcutLve, Stateme.nt 19
1977 S 1978 InvzntoKy o^ HavzAkLtt 20
kmdJXou Rzpofvt 1Q
TfiQ.cu,Uifi2AM Re.po/ut 2 7
Balance. Shtzt 22
VatoAJL Stateme-nt o{i Expe-ndotuAU 23-26
Tax Colle.cton.'6 RzpoKt 27-34
Town CloAk'i RupoHJ: 35
TAuatze^ oi TmxAit Tandi 36-38
C(m2X.Qjiy CommiM-iomJii ReponX 38
HaveAhill Sel.ecXme.ni, Repent 39S40
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HavenkWi V-UtnlcX Coujvt ReponX 46
Ptcinnlng Eoa/id ReponX 47
HoHXk CounPiy CouncXt ReponX 4SS49
BedeU. BnXdge ReponX SO
Vean M&nwnlaZ KinponX ReponX 5 7
UeaJU, on MheeZi 52
White Mountain RegZonaZ Ki,i>ocXaXion 53
Cottage HoiipitaZ Repent 54
Volimteen. AmbuZiince ReponX 55
HonXh CoimtJiy Home Health 56
\}lkite MoLintatn Mental Health 57S58
HavenhLlZ Libnany kdioataXion 59
WoodisvtiZe LlbKOAy Anoclatlon 59
Ptke Libnany A^iocXation 60
Month HavenhXtt Libnxviy AiiocXation 60
Ton.ej>t fiAe Wanden'i ReponX 67
ReponX o{^ Woodi>viHe Tine VepoAtment 67^62
Woodivltte Vine Vlitnlct WoAAont & Reponti . . 63-70
Woodivltie WateA and Light Vepantment' i . . .
Repont 77-7g
Uonth Ha\ienhltl VneclncX WanAxmt & Reponti . . 79-86
Mountatn Lakei Vl&tntct WoaaovX S Repont!, . . 87-91
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Reponti 93-97
HavenJalU, CoopexaXtve School Vlktntct ReponXi 100-140
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